
 

Doyle School                                                                                                                                                                   

Pre K Self-Contained- Ms. Albonico 

We are all having such an awesome time in Pre-K so far this year.  The students got a chance to explore all the 
centers in the classroom and make new friends.  The students are learning the classroom rules and routine.  

For September 11th, we had a school wide assembly inside all-purpose room. While we didn’t discuss the exact 
events that happened on September 11, 2001, we talked about ways we can be kind, the ways we can solve 
conflict, and the ways we can change the world to be a better place. The students used their own two hands to 
create a painting using red, white and blue paint.  

      !  

We also did an apple experiment science lesson with Mrs. Hahn’s class.  We had five different stations set up.  
The students were able to taste different apples, measure themselves using pictures of apples on blocks, paint 
with apples, predict and then test if apples can sink or float, and measure an apple using unifix cubes.   
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Pre K Self-Contained- Ms. Varettoni 

Pre-K is ready to rock this school year! September has gotten off to a great start with all students transitioning 
nicely into the full day preschool program. Our first few weeks have been mainly about adjusting to the school 
routine and I am already seeing tremendous progress with students’ language and social skills. Everyone comes 
into school happy to take on the day and do their best work; I can tell this is going to be a great year! 

For 9/11, everyone at Doyle School dressed up in red, white, and blue to show our patriotism. Pre-K students 
participated in a craft entitled “With My Own Two Hands.” We did not discuss the specific events of 9/11, but 
we did talk about ways we can be kind and make the world a better place. 

!
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In September, we began our weekly letter study which we will continue throughout the school year. This month 
we learned about the letter Cc. To reinforce letter recognition and sounds, students have been participating in 
multisensory instructional activities such as finding “mystery letters” in watercolor, rainbow tracing, making 
letters out of play doh, stamps, cut/paste activities, remembering songs/dances about each letter, and more.  

In math, we reviewed our colors and began sorting by color. Everyone is doing a fantastic job! 

Towards the end of the month, we began our first Tools of the Mind play theme, Family. To prepare, families 
sent in photos for our Family Tree and we discussed the roles and actions of different family members. We have 
been busy making props to transform the centers in our classroom into parts of the house. Our favorite place to 
play by far has been the kitchen (Dramatic Play Center)!  

Overall we have had a strong start to our school year. I am so excited to watch the progress everyone will 
inevitably make! 
         

Pre K  Age 4 Full Day Inclusion- Mrs. Hahn 
  
September has been such a busy month for our Pre-k 4 friends!  The students have worked on learning the 
classroom rules and routines!  Every day we have been practicing how to share and become better friends.  
  
On September 11th, we participated in a school wide Patriot’s Day ceremony.  Although we don’t remember the 
events that took place that day, we created a painting that reminded all of the innocence that still exists in this 
every changing world.  
 

!
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We ended the month with our first Science Eyes Exploration.  The students investigated apples.  
We tasted apples and measured with cubes.  We made predictions on whether or not our apples would sink or 
float.  We made beautiful paintings using our apples.  We also measured ourselves using apples. 

   

Pre K Age 4 Full Day- Mrs. Rightmyer 

We are off to a great start in our Pre-K classroom!  The children have been learning our classroom rules, 
routines, and how to share! We have been learning about our classmates and love coming to school to see our 
friends each day!  This month was busy with a lot of activities and events! On September 11th, we participated 
in a school wide 9/11 assembly.  Although we don’t remember the events that took place that day, we created a 
painting that represented the innocence of children and all of the good in the world.       

    !  
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We kicked off our month of September with “Color Week” where the children dressed up in different colors of 
the rainbow each day.  On Friday, we brought something in that was our favorite color to share with the class. 
This month we started our “Show and Share” activity where students bring in an object from home to draw, 
write, and share what they brought in. We shared pictures of our families for one “Show and Share” and even 
drew our family portraits for our family tree! 

!  

We started our first Tools of the Mind theme: “Family”.  Our classroom has turned into a house with a 
bathroom, living room, playroom, kitchen, laundry room, and a garage.  Children create a play plan on what 
they would like to do in each center.  Children have had a great time pretending to cook dinner, wash clothes, 
fix the car, and even create pictures of what they want to watch on TV.  We have a lot of imaginative minds in 
this class and we can’t wait to see where their creativity will take us! 
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Pre K Age 3 Half/Full Day- Mrs. Schwartz 

September has been a busy month in Pre-K 3.  We have enjoyed getting to know each other and making new 
friends.  The children have adjusted nicely to our classroom rules and routine.   We have been learning each 
other’s names and are learning to identify our own names through games like the Apple Name game, in which 
the class greets each student with a poem and the student has to identify and pick his/her name from a group of 
apples.  Our class created All about Me Rainbows as a way to learn more about each other while simultaneously 
reinforcing our knowledge of colors.   Through this activity we learned all about what makes each of us unique 
and also shared some of our favorite things.  During September we continued to review our knowledge of colors 
by answering our mystery question each day which asked if the students were wearing a certain color.  We had 
color week where the students had to dress in a different color each day. 

We are excited to announce the first theme in our Tools of the Mind curriculum: Family.  We have read lots of 
stories about families and each student brought in pictures of their own family to share with the class.  These 
family pictures are proudly displayed on a Family Tree in our classroom.  After brainstorming about our family 
homes, the class was very excited to create family based centers in the classroom which represent the rooms in 
our house.  Our Dramatic Play area has become our kitchen, table top toys are now the living room, blocks have 
become the garage, the art center is the laundry room, the science center is the playroom and the literacy center 
has been transformed into the bathroom.  It has been so much fun for the students to take on roles such as 
mommy, daddy, big/little sister and brother.  The students are at the beginning stages of play planning and are 
enjoying making decisions about which center they want to go to each day.  In graphics practice we have been 
working on dry erase boards and practicing pre-handwriting skills such as lines, circles and lollipop sticks.  

In honor of 9/11, we talked about different ways that we can be kind and peacefully solve conflicts.  We then 
finger painted murals which are pictured below using the colors of red, white and blue.  September was a month 
full of exciting new learning experiences! 

!  

Kindergarten- Ms. Focarino 

We are off to a great school year in kindergarten! We have shown our amazing cutting skills and learned about 
all the colors of the rainbow.  Every day we work hard on familiarizing ourselves with the alphabet. We have 
learned and are continuing to learn to properly write every letter in the alphabet. Along with this we are working 
on all of our letter sounds. We started right away dramatizing books in our centers. We have read the fairy tale, 
The Three Little Pigs. We have made classroom props to help us dramatize these books in different centers. 
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Before we dramatize our stories we get to write our play plan messages, which allow us to practice forming 
sentences. We cannot wait to start reading our Magic Tree House books so we can dramatize all the adventures 
that the characters, Jack and Annie, go on! 

We started counting right away in math class. We started recognizing and writing numbers 1-3, but quickly 
moved on to numbers 1-5. Every day in math and in morning meeting when we do our weather, we recognize 
numbers that are larger or smaller than other numbers. We have been working in our centers to put numbers in 
order and counting different manipulatives. We are looking forward to learning about all the numbers we can 
and even adding them! 

Kindergarten- Ms. Goodlin 

We have been focusing on many topics in class. For morning work we have been working on family topics and 
colors.  

In reading and writing class, we have been reading, writing and acting out a few fairy tales such as the Little 
Red Riding Hood and The Three Little Pigs. We are all signed on for Raz-Plus and use this program for 
independent reading time and homework too!  

Our math topics have been identifying, counting and writing numerals up to 5.  

In science class, we have talked about seasons changing and science skills. 

In health class, we discussed healthy snack choices and had a couple of healthy snack parties to celebrate our 
good behavior for our special teachers: music, art, and physical education. 

For Spanish we learned common names for family members.  

Kindergarten- Mrs. Pagliocca 

September has been SUPER, as we got to meet new friends and learn new routines.  The children have been 
busy learning the self-regulation exercises such as freeze dance, graphics practice, book buddies and share the 
news.  They are doing an outstanding job with this and are becoming more regulated each day.  They love acting 
out the fairy tales and being a character from the story.  We definitely have some dramatic performances going 
on.      
  
Back to School Night was great!  I enjoyed talking with the parents and discussing all of the wonderful 
happenings in our classroom and how they can help their child this kindergarten year.  It is all about unity 
between the teacher and parents.  Together we will make great things happen.  I am so looking forward to this 
school year!                                                                                                                                             

Kindergarten(Inclusion)- Ms. Sanzari/Ms. Paskas 

What an amazing start to the new year of school for our new group of kindergartners. We got to know each 
other by making family trees at home and sharing them in our classroom.  Our second week of school was, “All 
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About Me”, this is when we got to get to know our classmates. During this week, the students created “Let me 
TACO ‘bout myself” with an all about me Taco Craft.  

  
In addition, we started our unit on Fairy Tales. We kicked off our Fairy Tale unit by reading The Three Little 
Pigs. The students started dramatizing the story in their centers. In addition, the students starting learning the 
letters in the alphabet. We learned 12 out of the 26 letters, and they are already blending the sounds together to 
help them read and write.  

In math, we learned how to write and count numbers 1 through five. The students love to sing the songs to help 
them form the numbers the correct way. They completed their first ever math test and they are doing so well!  

We look forward to another busy month! We will finish our Fairy Tales unit, and meet our new friends, Jack and 
Annie from the Magic Tree House Series!  

Speech Therapist- Ms. Allen 

Therapy Session Activities: 

We have begun our year in speech. Children are in small group our individual sessions.  We determined present 
levels for children after summer break and began implementing speech programs that best meet each student’s 
current needs. Therapy sessions are individualized to each child’s needs, and technology of the iPad is being 
incorporated into therapy sessions as appropriate 

We began the year with a get to know you activity.  Children were required to answer questions about 
themselves. This addressed ability to answer questions and word finding while using good speech and language. 
Therapy sessions are individualized to each child’s needs, and technology of the iPad is being incorporated into 
therapy sessions as appropriate. 

!  
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Speech- Ms. Amadeo 

Therapy Session Activities 

We began our year in speech on September 12. Children have been put in small groups and/or individual 
sessions, depending on what their IEP requires. We determined the children’s present levels in the first week of 
therapy and began implementing speech programs that best meet each student’s current needs. Therapy sessions 
are individualized to each child’s needs, and technology is being incorporated into therapy sessions as deemed 
appropriate. 

We began the year with a get to know you activity, called “My first day in speech therapy”.  Children were 
required to answer questions about themselves and their class that they are in this year. This addressed the 
children’s ability to answer questions and word finding while using good speech and language.  

!  

Grade 1 Mrs. Franchini/Ms. Garcia 

First grade is off to a great start this year! The month of September was a perfect time to get to know the 
students, as well as the students getting to know me! I’ve gone over behavior, expectations, and joy, so that this 
year is filled with respectful, yet fun learning. So far, there have been four Star Students, and I cannot wait to 
see what next month brings!  

In the last month, my students have been doing an amazing job with new math skills. The first unit was all 
about addition, and we are now on unit two , which is subtraction. With mathematics, I incorporated live 
demonstrations and manipulatives to help the students understand that addition is putting number “altogether” 
and when we do that our numbers get bigger. Allowing the students to make discoveries on their own has also 
been a great help to not only getting their math facts right, but understanding why they are right. Another great 
part of math each day has been calendar work. I have used songs and chants, making the date and days of the 
week fun and engaging. The students have loved being the calendar helper! 

In literacy, we jumped right into reading. The children now have an understanding for how we treat our books, 
and ways to pick out a great book. I am allowing the students independence in the books they choose to read, so 
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that reading is less of a chore, and more of a fun activity . We’ve read books about Johnny Appleseed, and have 
even done an apple taste testing activity where the students graphed the apples they liked best!   

In the month of September, a large part of our phonics learning has been on digraphs. The students understand 
that digraphs are two letters that make one sound. Along with digraphs, red words are an important part of 
learning in first grade! The children get to practice red words by using all their senses, such as touch and sight. 
This has been an exciting way to remember these words, and allow the students to not just memorize them! 
Next week we start literacy centers, so I am excited to have the children explore their reading and writing more 
independently.  

Lastly, all of first grade has been doing a great job learning Spanish through Rosetta Stone. Recently, the 
students have been logging in and starting the APP with little to no help! They get the opportunity to practice 
talking into the APP, and hearing what the words sound like. It is a fantastic way to broaden their knowledge in 
and out of school! The IPads are a perfect touch of technology to have in the classroom, and are a wonderful 
tool to use in an educational way! 

So far, September has been a month full of learning and fun. Now that ground rules have been learned, and 
expectations have been set, I cannot wait to see what October brings!  

Grade 1- Ms. Cortina 

The month of September was a very exciting month! Everyone has adjusted nicely to the first grade.  

In literacy, we launched our first unit of Reader’s Workshop. We learned how we should behave during our 
workshop, how to be a book lover and not a book bully, how to work with elbow partners, the parts of a book, 
how to choose a book that we have interest in, and ways to read a book. We have been studying the author 
Kevin Henkes.  

In math, we finished Topic 1: Understanding Addition and completed our first math assessment! The students 
learned how to put two parts together to find the whole, and how to write addition sentences. We have been 
practicing our math facts every day! We are onto Topic 2: Understanding Subtraction. 

In word study, we have been learning the Orton-Gillingham approach! We have been reviewing our letters and 
sounds each day. We have been working on digraphs. We learn new red words every week! We know 10 new 
words already. 

In writer’s workshop, we have learned what it should sound like, feel like, and look like. I read The Best Story 
by Eileen Spinelli to them, and we discussed that our best writing comes from the heart. Students have been 
working on personal narratives. They have learned that if they do not know how to spell a word, they should use 
the word wall. They have been using a writer’s checklist to make sure that they are always using a capital letter 
and punctuation in each sentence. 

In social studies, we started off with Constitution Day! As a class, we read the story We the Kids by David 
Catrow.We discussed that the Constitution is piece of paper that explains rules and laws that we need to follow. 
In chapter one, we have been learning about demonstrating good citizenship in our home, school, and 
community.  
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On the first day of school, I read the book Chrysanthemum by Kevin Henkes. I explained that we were going to 
read a story that shows how important it is to treat everyone in our classroom with respect. We pretended that 
the heart was Chrysanthemum's heart. As we read the story, we passed the heart around and every time someone 
said something mean to Chrysanthemum, we crumbled her heart a little more. When the story was over, we 
tried to fix her heart. However, we realized that even though we tried to fix the heart, it was still a wrinkled 
mess. We worked to heal her heart by bandaging it up! It is now on display in our classroom. Another book we 
read was called First Day Jitters. Everyone is always so nervous on the first day, so we drank some jitter juice to 
feel better!  

We learned about Johnny Appleseed and what he is known for. We taste tested three different colored apples and 
decided which one we liked the best. In our class, yellow received the most votes!  

Grade 1- Ms. Cucuzza 

We have been full of fun and learning!  Students have smoothly started to transition from kindergarten into first 
grade. They have adjusted nicely to their new classroom environment, as well as became reacquainted with old 
and new classmates. Throughout the first month of school, students were introduced to daily classroom routines, 
procedures, and expectations.  

!  

We have launched our first unit in Reader’s Workshop. Students have learned the basics of workshop time, as 
well as how to show reader respect when reading independently. They have also learned how to work with their 
carpet partners. In addition, we have reviewed skills learned in kindergarten, such as identifying the author, 
illustrator, characters, and setting. Students are applying these skills during independent reading time. Our class 
is working hard to build reading stamina.  

In word study, students have reviewed letters and letter sounds through the Orton-Gillingham three-part drill. 
Students have learned all of their vowel sounds and digraphs. We have also mastered 15 red (sight) words. 
Students learned how to work in their center rotation, and work with the members of their group. Students rotate 
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between the five centers throughout the week to reinforce learned skills. These centers include guided reading, 
pattern word work, red word work, listening to reading, and writing.  

In math, students have completed Topic One: Understanding Addition. We have also started Topic Two, 
Understanding Subtraction. Throughout these topics, students have learned how to add and subtract using the 
part-part-whole strategy. Students have mastered writing addition and subtraction sentences. In addition to the 
EnVision math, students have learned our daily calendar routine. With the help of our calendar buddies, we go 
through a list of items prior to the start of our math lesson. This includes reviewing the days of the week, 
months of the year, how many days we have been in school, and reviewing the different coins.  

We have also learned the routines of Writer’s Workshop. Students were introduced to narrative writing. Students 
have had a blast focusing on adding lots of detail to our illustrations and writing pieces.   

!  

During the month of September, our class celebrated “Apple Week” to honor Johnny Appleseed. Students tried 
three different kinds of apples and chose their favorite one. We then graphed the class results.  

Grade 1- Mrs. Jupinka 

Welcome to first grade!  We are very busy learning classroom and lunchtime rules, and getting used to our own 
desks.  

In reading, we are in the midst of our first theme, “All Together Now”.  This theme introduced the 
comprehension skills: cause/effect, compare/contrast, and sequencing of events.  We also focused on the short 
vowel sound of the letter “a” and “o”.  Each Monday, the children are bringing home their “book in a bag” with 
a reading log. The children are to read that story with you as well as on their own for three nights.  The 
repetition and reinforcement builds their confidence and fluency.  It allows them to internalize important 
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literacy skills.  Please continue to practice red words every night with your child to support their efforts in this 
area.  

We are delving into Writers’ Workshop slowly. They really love to write in their journals! 

In math we have charged right into addition and subtraction.  We also have been learning the concepts of 
“more” and “fewer”.  Any reinforcement at home regarding these concepts will benefit your child. . 

 In our health classes, we will be devoting the month of October to Respect Week, Fire Prevention Week, 
Violence Awareness Week and Red Ribbon Week.  The children will be reading stories and completing 
various activities to help encourage fire safety, being kind to one another as well keeping our bodies’ drug free.  

 On September 28th, we celebrated Johnny Appleseed’s birthday. We completed many activities, but I think the 
favorite was making and eating applesauce! 

Thanks so much for visiting our classroom on Back to School Night. As always, if you have any questions or 
concerns, please don’t hesitate to contact me! 

!  

POR/RTI Grade 2- Mrs. Caicedo 

Welcome back to school! It’s been an exciting month in the resource center.  

In reading, students have been working on learning the routine of the room. Students have started working on 
red and green words, using a multisensory approach to learning phonics. They have also begun book shopping 
and reading books on their level. In the area of comprehension, students have started reading silly stories, such 
as Dragon Gets By and Julius.  

In mathematics, students have been reviewing concepts like addition and subtraction and just finished Chapter 1 
of the Pearson enVision program. Chapter two is covering more intense addition strategies, before we move into 
more subtraction in chapter 3.  
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POR/RTI Grades K & 1- Ms. Humphrey  

September has been a very busy month for my kindergarten and first grade classes. We have  
started to learn our letters and letter sounds. Every Friday the students brought in an object  
from home to share with the class to match our letter of the week. Show and tell  
seems like one of our favorite parts of school!  
  
In the beginning of the month, we learned all about families. We read stories, drew pictures and  
made a book all about our families.  
  
We also have been learning about fairy tales. We read The Three Little Pigs and  
Goldilocks and the Three Bears.  The students acted out these stories every day.  
First, they wrote about the part they were going to play and then they acted it out  
with their friends. Everyone had a chance to play a different role every day. I am so  
proud of the acting skills I have seen in my classroom!  
  
In math, we have been learning how to write our numbers and also how to decide  
which group has more or less. The students love the enVision Math videos we  
watch every day.  
  
I can’t wait to see how much more my students learn in October!  

POR/RTI Grade 3- Mrs. Gibney 

September was a fast, exciting month!   

In language arts class, we are beginning the year with a review of second grade learned phonetic skills.  We 
have reviewed red words, and are concentrating on one sound per week.  Our class concentrated on the “or” and 
“ar” sounds, and ended the month with the four sounds of “y”. 

For reading comprehension, we read Flat Stanley.   We concentrated on Stanley’s character traits, and were 
happy to discuss and display positive character traits of each other.  We look forward to reading the next Flat 
Stanley book. 

In math, we completed the first topic in the EnVision math series.  We worked on ways to represent numbers, 
place value, greater than and less than, number lines, and comparing and ordering numbers. 

Grade 2- Mrs. Neumuller/Mrs. Albanese 

Second grade is off to a great start!  

We have been busy adjusting to new responsibilities as well as the perks that come with being in the older 
grades.  
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Our Readers Workshop program started off with a discussion about what makes good readers and how to 
choose books that are just right. We have begun partnered reading and reading logs to help us keep track of 
what we like, dislike and hope to learn from the books in our classroom library.   

September math reminded us there are many ways to think about addition and subtraction.  Making groups of 
ten, recognizing doubles and near doubles is helpful in making stronger and faster mathematicians.  

We spent much time perfecting our Hero essays devoted to the brave men and women who helped on 
September 11th. We gave special attention to a “seeing eye dog” that lead 957 people to safety that day.  

Second grade hero appreciation will continue as we move into October and the Week of Respect. We will 
identify what bullying behavior looks like and how we can rise above and be good friends to all. That’s what 
second grade is all about!  

!  

Grade 2- Ms. Delatorre  

Students have started the year off great! They have successfully learned all the routines and structure of the 
classroom. We read First Day Jitters and drank jitter juice to take away our nervousness for the first day of 
school. 
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We have completed Topic 1: Addition and Subtraction! Students wrote addition and subtraction number 
sentences. When solving word problems, they continue to identify and circle key words that help them 
determine which operation to use. We have used the I-pads to review with an interactive Math game called 
Kahoot. Students have their own Xtra Math account, they can now log on to practice their math facts on our 
classroom Kindles! Students are also taking weekly timed basic math fact tests to improve their automaticity. 

In reading, students reviewed how to find a just right book and how to fill in their weekly reading logs correctly. 
They are being assessed to determine their independent reading level. We discussed what stamina is and they 
are now reading for 15 minutes!  They are learning new pattern and red words weekly, through the use of Orton, 
with finger tapping and arm tapping. They have learned common and proper nouns, and are currently learning 
about collective nouns.  

In writing, students have selected a topic for their first writing piece- personal narratives. They learned about 
topic sentences, and are currently writing details for their story. They also wrote letters to their parents for Back 
to School Night. Students are using the Zaner Bloser handwriting program to reinforce the correct formation of 
letters. 

In social studies, we discussed the Constitution, the writers, and how it gives us our freedom today! Students 
created their own classroom Constitution and signed it. Students also discussed the events that took place on 
September 11, and how many people that were involved are considered heroes. We began our first unit in the 
workbook about how we can be a good citizen in our community. 

!  

Grade 2- Mrs. Engel 

For the month of September the students have been very busy learning the many new routines of second grade.  
On the first day of school the students listened to the story The First Day Jitters by Julie Danneberg.  The 
students made text to self-connections by sharing how they felt on the first day of school.  Students loved the 
surprise ending of the story - it turns out that teachers can have first day jitters too! 
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In preparation for Back- To-School Night the students worked diligently on a creating an “All About Me” 
poster. They proudly displayed their work for their parents to see.  

In Reader’s Workshop, we have been “Constructing Our Reading Lives.”  The students have been making 
important decisions as Grown-Up readers.  They listened to the mentor text Goldie Socks and the Three 
Libearians by Jackie Mims Hopkins.  We used this text to help us understand how to choose “Just Right” books.  
As Grown-Up readers the children are practicing ways to think about books before, during, and after reading.   

In Writer’s Workshop, the students created a “Map of My Heart” by filling a heart with people, places and 
things that are near and dear to them. The students use their “Map of My Heart” as a reference to generate ideas 
for a new writing piece. They have learned that the best stories come from the heart. The students have also 
been learning the second grade routine for Writer’s Workshop.  They have also identified what Writer’s 
Workshop looks like, feels like, and sounds like. 
 
In math, we have completed topics one and two.  The students have been 
reviewing addition strategies such as count on, turn around facts, adding 
doubles, and near doubles.  They have been applying these strategies when 
adding 3 digits together.  The children have been using part-whole mats to 
help them with adding and subtracting. We have created Addison Addition 
and Sullivan Subtraction figures to help us look for key words when 
solving word problems.   

We are using multi-sensory techniques from Orton-Gillingham to learn how 
to spell and read words during Word Study. The students have reviewed the 
short vowel sounds by associating a hand jester and an alpha-friend with 
each vowel. The students have reviewed the spelling rules: Cat & Kite and 
Sammy Loves Fried Zucchini.  The students have created houses with 
doors that open and close to represent open and closed syllable words.   
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In science, the students reviewed the characteristics of living things.    We have identified plants as living 
things.  The students drew a diagram of a plant after watching a video on Brainpopjr. about plant parts and the 
functions of each part of the plant.  As a whole class we have concluded that if one of the parts of a plant is not 
functioning properly the plant will not be able to survive.  The students are excited to continue learning about 
plants throughout the different experiments and activities planned for the near future.   

Grade 2- Ms. Vega 

Traveling into second grade! To start off the school year we made suitcases to tell all about ourselves and what 
adventures we had during our summer vacation. We learned about our classroom procedures, started our red and 
green word folders, and acclimated to our new classroom community.   

In math, we completed our first Topic: Understanding Addition and Subtraction which reviewed basic facts, 
fact families, and simple word problems.  

In health, we discussed people’s similarities and differences, physically and emotionally. It is okay to look and 
be different, to have different interests and hobbies. This tied into September 11th and will lead into our next 
topic: Bullying.  

!  

Grade 3- Mrs. Campagna 

We are off to a great year!  Independent skills are becoming more and more impressive each day as students 
learn to manage their daily classroom tasks and responsibilities.   

In Reader’s Workshop, students are learning to identify character traits that help shape a story’s actions and 
outcomes.  RACE is about to be the most important word in third grade!  RACE is the strategy students will 
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master in order to answer questions in a complete sentence.  Citing evidence to support answers will be the 
main focus heading into the month of October.  Students are looking forward to perfecting their skills at short 
constructed responses as well as essay type questions.  Students are also enjoying accessing several different 
literacy web sites on their own Chromebook.  Check out the Doyle Symbaloo link on my web page.  Your child 
can write their own stories, access stories online and practice their keyboarding skills.   

*I encourage you to please access my web page on the school’s web site.  You can find my Back  to School 
Night presentation  which gives you valuable information about what your child will be doing this year.* 
    

In literacy periods 3/4, the high placement students began quite an adventure with Gordie.  He is a typical third 
grade student who is dreading the upcoming talent show because he discovers he has no talents.  To make 
matters worse, Gordie finds himself losing his best friend, Lamont, to the new student.  Gordie’s character traits 
change constantly with each chapter as he interacts with new characters who try to help him solve his problem! 
  Book Talks, Literature Circles, and Book Clubs keep the reading class lively!  New vocabulary words are 
being defined and used during Writer’s Workshop.  Predictions, reactions and questions are being addressed on 
GOOGLE CLASSROOM.  Will Gordie find a talent for the show???  The students are anxious to see what will 
happen next as they finish reading Doggone Third Grade! 

In literacy periods 6/7, the students began reading about the funny and unpredictable Judy Moody.  Her 
character traits range from being cheerful and friendly to serious and selfish.  Her daily struggles include 
learning to be more organized and learning to accept the fact that her best friend is about to move far, far away. 
 Amber’s personality and problems are discussed during Book Talks and Literature Circles.  Plot predictions and 
reactions are being recorded on GOOGLE CLASSROOM.  New vocabulary words are being defined and used.  
Is Judy Moody really lucky?  Will her winning streak ever end?  Students hope Judy will keep that big grin on 
her face as they continue to read about her adventures in Judy Moody and the Bad Luck Charm... 

In Writer’s Workshop, students are learning how to write HOOKS, details, and closure as they follow their 
“writing menu” to write three, organized paragraphs.  Our first unit, Personal Narratives, is true story telling at 
its best.  I introduce each step of the writing process by telling the students a story about my childhood.  Yes, I 
got lost in Disney World.  Yes, I flicked a slug.  Learning the writing process allows students to turn their oral 
language into written language.  Students are currently working on writing about small moments in their lives. 
 Writing a Personal Narrative opens the door to creativity and prevents a student from experiencing writer’s 
block that may frustrate them and halt their thought process.   Students will soon be submitting all of their 
stories through GOOGLE DOCS.  

In social studies, students are learning how to complete open book assessments and study vocabulary words. 
 We are busy learning about our community and our region.  Not only is New Jersey a very unique state but we 
are learning that Wood-Ridge is also a very special community.  Students are learning to access articles and 
videos using their Chromebook.  Brain Pop Jr. & Time for Kids are 2 excellent sites that support the content 
topics being studied in social studies.  

I am looking forward to spending the school year with your child.    
If you ever need me…I am an email away at bcampagna@wood-ridgeschools.org.   
Please visit my web page at www.wood-ridgeschools.org  
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Grade 3- Mrs. Hynes 

Back to School:  We are off to another great school year!  The class completed several get to know each other 
activities including the favorite “Save Sam” where the students were challenged to work together to save Sam 
(the gummy worm) from drowning after falling from his “boat”.  The groups found that they needed to work 
together to save Sam and are looking forward to working together this year! 
  
Math:  The math classes are off to a great start. This month we are getting acclimated to third grade math and 
the expectations of the class.  We have completed our first chapter which covered topics such as place value, 
standard form, expanded form, and organized lists.  The students have been excited to take part in our “Math 
Maniacs” challenge activities as well as spending time reinforcing math concepts with educational programs 
such as Math Magician and Imagine Math.      
  
Social Studies - September found us learning about two important days in American history.  Students learned 
about both Patriot Day and Constitution Day this month.  Patriot Day activities included a week long read of “I 
Survived the Attacks on the World Trade Center” with various informational activities each day about the 
happenings of September 11th and the impact it had on our country.  Students were eager to learn as much as 
possible about this important day in history.  We wrapped up September by completing the first chapter of our 
Social Studies book which encompassed map skills, various types of communities, latitude and longitude. 
 
                

! !  
                                   

Grade 3- Ms. 
Moccia 

This month in math, the students began the school year by improving their number sense.  Students were 
reintroduced to numbers in the hundreds and thousands.  The students have learned the place value spots of 
large numbers and can determine the value of the numbers in each place.  The students can also write large 
numbers in standard form, expanded form, and word form.  The students have recently mastered these concepts 
and have taken their topic one test.  We are now getting ready to begin topic two.    

This month in literacy, we have been working on our first novel study.  We are currently enjoying the book 
Third Grade Angels.  As we read Third Grade Angels we are practicing to become better readers by working on 
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reading skills; such as, identifying character traits and making prediction.   Also, the students have been 
working hard on their personal narrative writing piece.  While writing the students have been mastering 
grammar skills; such as, parts of a sentence and the four types of sentence.   

In social studies, we began this school year by learning about September 11th.  We read the book, I survived 
September 11th.   As a class, we discussed the new Freedom Tower and how it portrays American pride.  The 
students created their own remodel of the Freedom Tower.  We also celebrated Constitution Day in our 
classroom.  We discussed the importance of our Constitution and how the laws created by our forefathers 
continues to benefit our country today.  Lastly, in chapter one of our social studies book, we have learned about 
features in communities.  We just recently took our chapter one test and now have begun our new chapter of 
study.   

Art- Mrs. Amerman 

The artists at Doyle created a beautiful collaborative work of art to start off the 2018-2019 school year. They 
made a giant paper quilt inspired by the quilt art of contemporary artist Libs Elliott. Each student created one 
quilt square, and all the quilt squares were glued onto background paper in rows and columns to create the quilt.  

The pre-k artists have been working on their ripping, cutting, and gluing skills as they create their “scissor 
salads.” They will finish these in October.  
  
The kindergarten artists created sculptures of monsters/aliens/bugs using green, orange, and purple model magic 
that they had mixed from red, yellow, and blue model magic. This introduced them to primary and secondary 
colors as well as the concepts of color mixing and hand building. Kindergarteners also began creating collages 
with texture inspired by the illustrations of Eric Carle. These will be finished in October.  

The first grade artists began working on group murals inspired by contemporary artist Reggie Laurent. Laurent 
creates colorful paintings with many different lines and shapes. Line, shape, and color are three of the Elements 
of Art, and students had to work together with their groups to draw their assigned shape plus a variety of lines 
on a large piece of paper. These will be finished in October as the first graders add color to their shapes and 
lines with paint.  

The second grade artists have been working on paintings inspired by Jasper Johns. He made many paintings of 
every day, familiar subjects such as the alphabet, numbers, and a map of the United States. Second graders 
created art using four words with four letters each. They started with one word, and got the next word by 
changing one letter in the first word. They repeated the process until they got four words total. They will finish 
their art in October by painting it.  

The third grade artists began creating nonobjective art, or art that does not depict a recognizable subject like a 
portrait or a landscape; it simply contains lines, shapes, and colors. Each student chose a shape and traced it all 
over their paper. They will complete this artwork in October by painting it.  
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Physical Education- Mr. Aranda 

Greetings! It’s time to get back into the swing of things now that our summer break is officially over. Unlike 
most of the school year the very beginning physical education classes generally starts off at a slower pace 
focusing on getting acquainted, established, and into a routine. 
Getting acquainted so that everyone is “on the same page” students learn & discuss the class rules, policies and 
procedures, including learning and practicing what to do during emergency procedures such as fire drills and 
lock-down drills. 

Getting established; as students are given specific seating assignments and become familiar with student 
responsibilities & expectations. 

Getting into a routine, as students become increasingly familiar with class expectations and routines they tend to 
grow more comfortable with their environment and with their confidence, which in turn generally leads to more 
independence and initiative being taken by those students. 
The pace then quickly picks up once all of the aforementioned formalities are taken care of, continuing with the 
implementation of fun-filled, purposeful, curriculum based physical education lessons. Early on, our focus has 
been on building awareness of our surroundings, maintaining self-control (mentally & physically) and 
developing locomotor skills, and more so for the younger students ( Grades PK-1 ). Whereas the older (Grades 
2-3 ) students also worked on their locomotor skills but their focus has been much more on engaging in and then 
differentiating between cooperative and competitive activities/games.  

Library/Media- Mrs. Diaz 

Catherine Doyle School students in grades K-3 have been learning about Digital Citizenship, keyboarding 
skills, and opening applications.  They began the school year with a brief review of the library media center, 
rules, policies, and expectations. Students also learned about the types of projects they will be working on this 
year based on their grade level.   

 

Circulation 

Books can be returned every day during school hours. Children may check out books for a 2 week period with 2 
renewals allowed. We do not charge fines for overdue books. However, fines are charged for lost or damaged 
books. Our first overdue notice is sent home after 30 days, with a second notice following at 60 days. After 60 
days a third notice is issued, along with the replacement cost.  
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Music- Mr. LaBelle 

First, second, and third graders have been reviewing pitch, rhythm and lyrics for songs and  practicing reading 
notes on the staff by identifying line and space notes, labeling notes with the appropriate letter name, and 
playing songs in groups and individually on the xylophones. 

Students also finished up learning about classical and modern composers, respectively.  

Kindergarten and Pre-K have been preparing: On Top of Spaghetti, America, the Beautiful, You're a Grand Old 
Flag and Let's Go Fly a Kite. Pre-K is working on Hakuna Matata, Five Little Ducks, Bingo, and Zip-A-Dee-
Doo-Dah. Kindergarten and Pre-K students have also started using the alphabet to play early childhood folk 
songs on the xylophones such as Mary Had a Little Lamb and Three Blind Mice. 

ESL- Ms. Manicone 

September has been a fun month.  We saw some old friends and made new friends.  When we were all together 
we worked on subject verb agreement and talked about different animals and how they move.  Students read 
about different animals and created books about them to demonstrate their subject verb agreement. 

 

Intermediate School                                                                                                                                       

Grade 4 – Barrows 

Reading 
We began the year by practicing the routines and procedures for Reader’s Workshop. We discussed how 

good reader’s think critically as they read. The students learned how to choose books that are just right for them 
by considering their interest, purpose for reading, comprehension, and knowledge of vocabulary words. They 
know how to use all those factors to determine if a book if appropriate for them, and have been working on 
building their stamina during independent reading. They have been doing a phenomenal job so far! 

The first reading unit we are working on is Realistic Fiction. The main focus is on understanding 
character traits. We discussed the differences between a character’s personality and feelings and how to 
recognize the differences when we encounter them in books. The students have also learned that traits can be 
inferred through a character’s thoughts, feelings, actions, and dialogue. We read several short stories, discussed 
the character traits we noticed, and the students have learned to support their responses by referring back to 
examples in the story. The class also discussed internal versus external traits. They learned how characters 
might think things inside their minds that they do not say out loud. Students learned that the way a character 
acts in a story towards others does not always reflect how they are feeling on the inside. Students also practiced 
finding text evidence to support their ideas about characters. The students have even started learning how to 
“push” their thinking by explaining what the evidence teaches them and how it connects to other things in the 
world.   

We also completed a hands on activity in which the students worked in groups to match a trait word to a 
character based on their body language and facial expressions. This helped the students to visualize what a 
feeling or trait looks like in different characters. The class also did a “Character Traits” scavenger hunt! 
Students worked in pairs or individually to walk around the room and find hidden task cards. A small passage 
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could be found on each card, describing a character and an action or piece of dialogue the character said or did. 
Then, students had to choose an appropriate trait and write the corresponding letter on an answer sheet. This 
activity was in preparation for our first class assessment. The class absolutely loved the scavenger hunt! In 
addition, the students designed a heart with a picture of them and wrote their best character traits. It was a great 
activity to get the students thinking about their own traits, and how they can connect to many of the characters 
we read about in books.  

The class has started reading “Tales of A Fourth Grade Nothing”, by Judy Blume. As we read, we are 
focusing on identifying and analyzing character traits. The students are working in book clubs to read parts of 
the story and have individual folders with assignments to keep track of their reading. Each book club has a 
schedule that outlines which activities they need to complete and also when they will be meeting with me for a 
small group lesson. I conference and meet with each of the book clubs weekly and it gives the me the ability to 
focus on specific reading skills and strategies that will best serve the needs of each student.  
Social Studies 

September is full of historical moments that we had to discuss. The classes learned about September 11th 
and remembered our heroes. We watched Brain Pop videos and listened to some story books to learn about this 
important event. 

We started off the year with an assignment called “Me in A Bag”. The students were asked to bring in a 
bag with 8-10 items that represent an aspect of their life or personality. This activity is a great way for the 
students to get to know their peers and learn about all their unique characteristics. The students love showing off 
pictures of their family, pets, and items that have very personal and special meaning to them. This activity helps 
to set the tone for the year. The students learn to appreciate and respect one another, and value all the things that 
make us different and special.  
 We have also started working in the NJ workbook to learn about geography. The class discussed the 
meaning of geography and how it affects the way we live. The students started learning all about the different 
landforms in New Jersey including: mountains, hills, valleys, beaches, and plateaus. The students are looking 
forward to learning all about the four important regions in New Jersey including the Appalachian Ridge and 
Valley, Piedmont, Highlands, and Atlantic Coastal Plains. 
Extensions 
  This will be a very important year for the students during our extensions period. We will be focusing 
heavily on developing our social and emotional skills. The main focus in fourth grade is to learn to accept 
other’s differences, values, and beliefs.  The class has discussed ways to be kind to one another and learn how to 
talk about feelings/emotions in an effective way. Each morning we start off the day with a volunteer to read the 
kindness quote of the day. We have a quick discussion to reflect on the meaning of the quote, and think about 
how we can implement it into our daily life. Students can also fill out a post-it, naming a student and a random 
act of kindness they saw he/she do, and stick it to our shout wall. Every week, I take a look at our shout-out wall 
and share some of the acts of kindness with the class. 

Grade 4 – Johnson 

            
 Math – The children has been concentrating on place value and working with larger numbers.  We’ve used 
white boards and other various manipulatives, which help students to visualize, as well as have fun.  We 
completed different center activities as a culmination and review of the chapter.  During this time, we have also 
been reviewing the properties of multiplication and our basic multiplication and division facts.  We will be 
starting our timed mad minutes in the next few weeks.  The children are strengthening their problem solving 
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skills by working on various types of problems which involve making charts and pictures to help solve the 
problems, as well as writing good answers and explanations to these open ended questions.  

Science – Our first unit in science was weathering and erosion.  The children learned a great deal about how 
these processes continually change and shape the earth’s surface.  We created an interactive notebook for the 
vocabulary, notes and activities that accompanied our topic.  We used some everyday items to demonstrate the 
effects of weathering, erosion and deposition.  For example, a frozen egg that cracked its shell can show how 
ice can cause a rock to crack. We also used Ramen Noodles and Fireballs to help demonstrate various types of 
weathering. Our future units of study will continue to concentrate on rock and the earth’s crust. 

Grade 4 – Ripp 
Reading 

We began the year by practicing the routines and procedures for reader’s workshop. We discussed how 
good reader’s think critically as they read. The students learned how to choose books that are just right for them 
by considering their interest, purpose for reading, comprehension, and knowledge of vocabulary words. They 
know how to use all those factors to determine if a book if appropriate for them and have been working on 
building their stamina during independent reading. They have been doing a phenomenal job so far! 

The first reading unit we are working on is Realistic Fiction. The main focus is on understanding 
character traits. We discussed the differences between a character’s personality and feelings and how to 
recognize the differences when we encounter them in books. The students have also learned that traits can be 
inferred through a character’s thoughts, feelings, actions, and dialogue. We read several short stories to discuss 
the character traits we noticed and the students have learned to support their responses by referring back to 
examples in the story. The class discussed internal versus external traits. They learned how characters may think 
things inside their mind that they do not say out loud. Students learned that the way a character acts in a story 
towards others does not always reflect how they are feeling on the inside.  They practiced finding text evidence 
to support their ideas about characters. The students have even started learning how to “push” their thinking by 
explaining what the evidence teaches them and how it connects to other things in the world.   

We also completed a hands on activity in which the students worked in groups to match a trait word to a 
character based on their body language and facial expressions. This helped the students to visualize what a 
feeling or trait looks like in different characters.  The class also read the story “The Giving Tree”, by Shel 
Silverstien to discuss character traits. We had a class debate to determine if they tree in the story had a “weak” 
or a “strong” character based on the details from the story. The class absolutely loved the activity and in 
addition to showing what they learned about character traits they also got a chance to practice working on their 
collaboration, speaking, and listening skills.  In addition, the students designed a heart with a picture of 
themselves and wrote their best character traits. It was a great activity to get the students thinking about their 
own traits and how they can connect to many of the characters we read about in books.  

The class has started reading “Tales of A Fourth Grade Nothing”, by Judy Blume. As we read, we are 
focusing on identifying and analyzing character traits. The students are working in book clubs to read parts of 
the story and have individual folders with assignments to keep track of their reading. Each book club has a 
schedule that outlines which activities they need to complete and also when they will be meeting with me for a 
small group lesson. I conference and meet with each of the book clubs weekly and it gives the me the ability to 
focus on specific reading skills and strategies that will best serve the needs of each student.     
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Social Studies 
September is full of historical moments that we had to discuss. The classes learned about September 11 

and remembered our heroes. We watched Brain Pop videos and listened to some story books to learn about this 
important event. 

We started off the year with an assignment called “Me in A Bag”. The students were asked to bring in a 
bag with 8-10 items that represent an aspect of their life or personality. This activity is a great way for the 
students to get to know their peers and learn about all their unique characteristics. The students love showing off 
pictures of their family, pets, and items that have very personal and special meaning to them. This activity helps 
to set the tone for the year. The students learn to appreciate and respect one another and value all the things that 
make us different and special.  
 We have started working in the NJ workbook to learn about geography. The class discussed the meaning 
of geography and how it is very important in effecting the way we live. The students started learning all about 
the different landforms in New Jersey including: mountains, hills, valleys, beaches, and plateaus. The students 
are looking forward to learning all about the four important regions in New Jersey including the Appalachian 
Ridge and Valley, Piedmont, Highlands, and Atlantic Coastal Plains. 
Extensions 
  This will be a very important year for the students during our extensions period. We will be focusing 
heavily on developing our social and emotional skills. The main focus in fourth grade is to learn to accept 
other’s differences, values, and beliefs.  The class has discussed ways to be kind to one another and learn how to 
talk about feelings/emotions in an effective way. Each morning we start off the day with a volunteer to read the 
kindness quote of the day. We have a quick discussion to reflect on the meaning of the quote and think about 
how we can implement it into our daily life. Our class has built what we refer to as the “kindness tree”. It started 
out completely bare with just a few branches. However, the students have helped the tree to blossom by adding 
on “kindness” leaves. On each leaf cutout the students write one way to show a simple act of kindness to others. 
We have watched our tree grow and grow as each day passes.  

!  
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Grade 4 – Romoff 

Math 

The students have really adjusted well to the Wood-Ridge Intermediate School. In Math, the students have been 
working hard at skills associated with 6-digit numbers and are able to write numbers in various forms. Students 
are also able to order and compare these large numbers. They really have become experts at place value 
concepts. Students have been working at their rounding skills and being able to round through the hundred 
thousands place value position. We have also been practicing problem solving skills by figuring out which 
operation is needed to solve the problem and correctly answering the problems with clear sentences. The 
students continue to practice their skills in all operations each week. 

Science 

In Science, the students have been learning about weathering, erosion, and deposition, our first unit. The 
students have been creating interactive notebooks while learning. They also have been seeing many videos 
showing these amazing processes and how nature shapes our environment. Students have also participated in 
several activities showing how weathering and erosion can occur. The children especially enjoyed seeing how a 
frozen egg can crack the egg shell, much like ice creates cracks in rocks or potholes in the roads. The classes are 
looking forward to more activities and learning more about Earth’s processes. 

Grade 5 – Ciliotta 

Math- Did you Figure Us Out? Our first Math activity allowed students to learn more about each other by using 
their math skills.  We hope you got a chance to check out our Figure Me out Poster projects during back to 
school night! Our first unit of study in math focused on the four properties involving multiplication that will 
help make problems easier to solve. They are the Commutative, Associative, Multiplicative Identity and 
Distributive properties. In addition to properties, students were also introduced to exponential notation and 
learned to write repeated multiplication using exponents and to evaluate expressions. We are continuing with 
division.  Math periods are quite interactive and engaging.  Students have opportunities to work collaboratively 
using manipulatives and games to reinforce the lessons taught in class.  Interactive videos introduce Math topics 
and help students visualize and familiarize themselves with the Math vocabulary and concepts we will be 
learning about in class.  We look forward to continuing and learning long division before moving on to 
decimals. 

Think Through Math The program has been introduced in class and students are encouraged to complete 
lessons at home.  The program’s built in motivation system is driving students to participate.  I look forward to 
having our Think Through Math star wall grow.  Thank you for encouraging your kids to log on at home. Please 
print and send in Think Through Math certificates to class. 
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Science 

Calling all future Engineers! We kicked off the year with team building challenges that got students really 
thinking about ways to solve a problem by working together and thinking like engineers.  Our first set of labs 
focused on the Engineering and Design Process.  Students asked questions, created a plan,  and worked together 
in order to solve a problem.  Along the way they had the opportunity to communicate their ideas, adjust their 
plan and improve their designs before presenting their results to the class.   Students thoroughly enjoyed 
thinking like engineers and working together to solve a problem. “Matter”  students have been using their 
senses to identify properties of matter as well as being able to classify matter and energy.  By conducting 
experiments they have observed the physical and chemical properties and changes that matter can undergo.   
Short videos are used in class to reinforce concepts. In this unit, we also explored density of liquids as well as 
discovered chemical and physical properties.  Stay tuned for our future scientific adventures. Soon, we will be 
learning about a very special family called “The Atom’s family” 
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Grade 5 – Muscle 

Language Arts 

Our Language Arts class has launched with Reader’s Workshop at the start of school.  We read picture 
books and practiced various strategies including Turn and Talk, Stop and Jot, and writing with text evidence. 
 The students learned how to choose a book, how to keep a weekly reading log, and how to write Thinkmarks.  

The class also read a variety of picture books to get a basic understanding and introduction to various 
strategies and skills reader’s use when reading. These strategies included: visualizing, making predictions, 
making connections, asking questions, writing a summary, making inferences, characters, setting, theme, and 
point of view.  The students also completed an assessment on these strategies/skills. We continue to use these 
skills and strategies daily in our classroom. 

We have begun their first unit of fiction. We read about social issues that effect our communities as an 
introduction to the novel.  Our class was exposed to a variety of articles, photographs, videos, and picture books 
dealing with social issues through the use of centers. We are focusing on prejudice, bullying, homelessness, and 
poverty. The class has started reading their first novel of the year, Maniac Magee by Jerry Spinelli, which will 
incorporate these social issues as themes. The students are excited to begin this Reading adventure!  

Social Studies 

Students have been working on Chapter 2, which discusses early explorers.  They have read about the 
Vikings, the Portuguese Explorers, and the Spanish Explorers.  In addition, they have discussed how the 
Spanish explorers affected the lives of Native Americans and the early settlers to the land.  To connect to these 
lessons, students have also watched BrainPop videos and completed the review quizzes as a class.  

Grade 5 – Oppido 

HP Math: 
This group of very intelligent boys and girls has started off the school year with a bang! The first topic we 
worked on was Topic 3: Multiplying Whole Numbers. The class worked on the concept of exponents and even 
used the Distributive Property to solve harder multiplication problems. The students have been able to answer 
opened-ended word problems by drawing pictures, writing an equation, solving them, and writing very detailed 
statements explaining their answers. We quickly moved onto Topic 4: Dividing by 1-digit divisors toward the 
end of the month and are eagerly waiting to start Topic 5, which involves dividing by 2-digit divisors. I am 
confident that the class will excel with this concept too! Our first round of the Star Testing was completed as 
well. 

Math:  
This group consists of children that are full of energy and ready to learn! We started the year off on Topic 3: 
Multiplying Whole Numbers. The class worked on the concept of exponents, the Distributive Property to solve 
harder multiplication problems, and multiplying 1-digit by 2-digit problems all the way to 3-digit by 3-digit 
factors. The students have been able to answer opened-ended word problems by drawing pictures, writing an 
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equation, solving them, and writing very detailed statements explaining their answers. We have moved onto 
Topic 4: Dividing by 1-digit divisors toward the end of the month. The students are able to estimate and use 
compatible numbers to find the quotient. Our first round of the Star Testing has also been completed. 

Science: 
In Science, my two classes have started the year off with learning about the CER (Claim, Evidence, Reason) 
Method. After we learned about this process, the students completed a lab.  The question was, “How many licks 
does it take to get to the center of a Tootsie Pop?” The class had to complete the lab and write their lab report 
using the steps of the CER Method.  Below are a few pictures of the students working hard on this!  

                           !                       !  

After the lab was complete, we started our first unit on Matter.  The classes have had great discussions on what 
matter, mass, and volume are.  They can tell you all about the three states of matter as well as the physical 
properties of matter. At the end of the month, we discussed the physical and chemical properties of matter and 
will be completing some demonstrations to show each of the properties.   

Grade 5 – Palmieri 

 ELA 

 Our ELA class has launched with Reader’s Workshop at the start of school.  We read picture books and 
practiced various strategies including Turn and Talk, Stop and Jot, making predictions, and writing with text 
evidence.  The students learned how to choose a book, how to keep a weekly reading log, and how to write 
Thinkmarks.  

The class also read a variety of picture books to get a basic understanding and introduction to various 
strategies and skills reader’s use when reading. These strategies included: visualizing, making predictions, 
making connections, asking questions, writing a summary, making inferences, characters, setting, theme, and 
point of view.  The students also completed an assessment on these strategies/skills. 

The class began their first unit of social issues as an introduction to the novel.  The students were 
exposed to  a variety of articles, photographs, videos, and picture books dealing with social issues including 
prejudice, poverty, homelessness, and bullying.  The class also started reading their first novel of the year, 
Maniac Magee by Jerry Spinelli. 

Social Studies 

Students have been working on Chapter 2 which discusses early explorers.  They have read about the 
Vikings, Portuguese Explorers, and Spanish Explorers.  In addition, they have discussed how the Spanish 
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explorers affected the lives of new settlers who came to the area, as well as Native Americans.  To connect to 
these lessons, students have also watched BrainPop videos and completed the review quizzes as a class. 

Grade 6 – Borrell 

English- We are busy getting into our routine and we are off to a great start! The students created wonderful All 
About Me posters which helped us get to know each other better.  

!  

We have begun reading our first novel of the year, Holes.  It is a wonderful novel that always ends up being a 
favorite of the students.  While we are reading, we will be working on important fiction skills such as literature 
vocabulary, the plot pyramid, and internal and external conflict.  We also discuss the prominent use of irony 
throughout the novel.  We will show our skills in the use of irony with the creation of brochures for Camp 
Green Lake.  Watch out for Yellow Spotted Lizards!   This is going to be a great year! 

Social Studies – We have finished the first chapter in our books entitled The Beginnings of Human Society.  We 
will begin Chapter 2, which teaches us about the area of the world called The Fertile Crescent.  We will learn 
about the ancient civilization of Mesopotamia.  Sixth grade is such an interesting year in Social Studies and we 
will be also doing many projects throughout the year to bring the learning to life.  Stay tuned for more exciting 
news soon!! 
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Grade 6 – Koernig 
        

Welcome to 6th Grade! My name is Mrs. Koernig and look forward working with you. This is my 
fourteenth year teaching in Wood-Ridge and fifth year teaching 6th Grade.  

I hope you enjoyed your summer vacation. This summer I traveled to the beach and Florida, read many 
new books, and played with my daughter!  I also spent a lot of time preparing for our upcoming year. I have 
many new exciting ideas and look forward to sharing them with each of you.  

Language Arts- We commenced the 2018-2019 school year with the Reading Workshop “Turning Every Kid 
Into a Reader.”  We started building our reading stamina. Students have all taken the STAR Reading assessment. 
The data will be used to find current reading levels. As our mentor text, we are reading Holes, by Louis Sachar. 
We are starting the following reading skills: envisionment, characterization, and making inferences. Students 
are keeping journals, learning logs, and notes.  In Writers Workshop, we have chosen our Personal Narrative 
topics and reviewed titles, capital letters, and “Dead Words”!  

Social Studies-Chapter 1, The Beginnings of Human Society, is providing students with an abundance of 
knowledge. Students learned how archeologists learned about the past.  They also learned about the connections 
between geography and history.  Students will be completing a virtual Field Trip:  The Stone Age 

Grade 6 – Molta 

The month of September has been an exciting time for our new sixth grade students! They are becoming more 
independent and responsible as they are now leading our fourth and fifth graders by example. They are taking 
this responsibility in stride and it is illuminated by their interactions, behavior and schoolwork.  

Math – We took the time in the beginning of this month to review important concepts from last year. We 
reviewed prime and composite numbers, divisibility rules, exponents, and order of operations. Our new topics 
included GCF and LCM. We played several interactive games such as around the world with task cards and 
competitions with white boards. As difficult as math can be, we do our best to make it most enjoyable! 

Science – Our curriculum in sixth grade is geared towards Earth and Space Science. To start off, we did an 
Introduction to Scientists. Each student was given a list of scientists and the type of science they study. They 
chose the scientist they found most interesting and did a small research project on them. After researching, they 
constructed a portrait of themselves as the scientist that they chose. They did a wonderful job with this! Since 
then, we have concluded our first topic which was The Earth-Sun-Moon System. We have learned about our 
moon, constellations, seasons and more! As we learn about these topics, we watch small clips of videos to 
visually enhance the knowledge we have gained (as it can be very difficult to fathom the moons revolution 
around the Earth as the Earth revolves around the sun). I find that they are so engaged by this topic, I cannot 
wait to see what our next topic has to offer them! 
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Grade 6 – Negro 

The school year is off to a great start!  Students in the sixth grade came in to school ready to learn and have 
already accomplished so much!  In science, students explored what it means to be a scientist and the different 
types of scientists that exist.  Students envisioned themselves as scientists in the future and drew pictures of 
themselves working in different branches of science.  The students are lucky enough to have gotten brand new 
science textbooks.  We have begun the school year by studying the Earth-Sun-Moon system.  Students have 
watched videos and conducted lab experiments that simulate the rotation of Earth and the revolution of the 
moon around Earth.   
     In math, students introduced themselves to me by writing their math autobiographies.  We have established 
some routines to help build number sense such as our daily percent routine and our daily number talks.  We 
started the year by reviewing some of the important concepts from fourth and fifth grade.  Students have 
memorized the prime numbers up to 100 and have been having fun playing the game “Buzz” to display how 
well they know their primes.  Students learned about factors and how to do prime factorization and to find the 
greatest common factor and least common multiple of two numbers.  Students studied exponents and the order 
of operations and even performed a virtual escape game using their knowledge of the order of operations.  We 
wrapped up unit 1 with a study of prime factorization, greatest common factor 
and least common multiple.  

 !  
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Special Education – Albanese 

Math Resource:  

The students just completed their test on the third grade review. This week the students will be talking about the 
different ways that you can solve for multiplication problems.  
-Kathleen Albanese 09/2018  

!  
       

Language Arts Resource:  

The students just finished their assessment on their character traits. Students have just started their novel study 
of Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing. 
-Kathleen Albanese 09/2018 

!  
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Special Education – Carroll 

6th Grade Math resource room 

Our sixth graders are now the student leaders in WRIS. And with this new title comes great responsibility! In 
Math, the students are taking the topics they have learned in prior years and taking them to the next level. We 
reviewed prime and composite numbers, multiplication with zeros, and exponents. Next we are moving onto 
PEMDAS, which is order of operations. Students have also been completing Do Now activities that are a spiral 
review of previous lessons.  The class is also incorporating a daily number line routine which allows students to 
identify the fraction, percent, and decimal of the number of the day of school.  The students have been using 
IXL to further extend their practice of skills they are learning in class.  Students are also using centers that focus 
on fluency of the four basic operations.The sixth graders are ready for the next challenge! 

  
6th Grade ELA resource room 
Students started the year by introducing themselves through an All About Me Newspaper Poster project.  They 
also begin the year by completing the essay portion of the summer reading assignment. 
 
The class began their first novel, a realistic fiction novel Holes by Louis Sachar.  STudents completed a 3-2-1 
nonfiction summarizing activity to complete a mini research project on the author of the novel.  Next the 
students defined key terms for Chapters 1-17 of Holes.  Students have read Chapters 1-17.  WHile reading, 
students have completed mini lessons on character traits, descriptive writing, types of irony, and vocabulary. 

Do Now activities have focused on grammar, usage, and mechanics editing of sentences. 

6th Grade Math RTI class 
Students meet on Mondays for this RTI class.  We met three times in the month of September.  Students have 
been receiving extra help and practice on skills they are learning in their math class.  They have worked on 
order of operations with exponents, and word problems with interpreting remainders in division. 

6th Grade Social Studies ICS classes 
The classes started off the year going to to the beginning of history with the Caveman and the Stone Age.  
Students learned about the time of prehistory, oral traditions, and the transition to history.Students learned early 
civilizations and the building of cities. 
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Special Education – Lanfranchi 

5th Grade Mathematics 
 To begin the school year, students completed a project called “Figure Me Out”. They created equations 
based on information about themselves, such as shoe size, birth date, and the number of people in their families.  
Our class enjoyed learning about one another by solving the different math problems.   

September was all about multiplication in our classroom.  Students have been working on Topic 3: 
Multiplying Whole Numbers. Skills covered in this topic included multiplication properties, mental math to 
multiply, estimating produces, exponents, and multiplying by one-digit numbers.  During class, students 
watched videos, completed practice problems from the textbook and workbook, and also participated in center 
activities to practice and understand these skills. Finally, students continue to practice their foundational math 
skills by completing lessons on Imagine Math.  

5th Grade Language Arts 
Students started the school year by creating an All About Me project.  They received a variety of 

questions to answer about themselves, such as their favorites, what they are looking forward to this year, and 
what their personal goals are for Fifth Grade.  We started the school year by launching both Reader's and 
Writer's workshop.  We also went over workshop procedures and set up journals for writing.  

To prepare for our first novel for the school year, Maniac Magee by Jerry Spinelli, students have been 
discussing prevalent social issues affecting people around the world.  They completed center activities where 
they analyzed images and articles to determine which issue was being discussed.  Students also acted out a short 
play, Let Them Play, to further discuss the effects of prejudice. While reading, students are working on a variety 
of reading strategies and skills.  We have practiced skills, such as making connections, to become better readers.    

5th Grade RTI 
After completing ‘Getting to know you’ icebreakers to, student in RTI went right to work practicing 

reading strategies. To give background information about natural disasters, students watched a video of victims 
of a natural disaster.  As a class, we discussed what steps the victims took to restore their homes and 
communities.  After the video and discussion, students read and article, Dog People,  by Lauren Tarshis to 
identify the main idea of a text.  Students in the Math section of RTI complete center activities to reinforces 
skills learned in Topic 3.  Through these activities, student practiced identifying multiplication properties, 
mental math to multiply, estimating produces, exponents, and multiplying by one-digit numbers.   

5th Social Studies ICS 
During the month of September students began Chapter 2:Age of Exploration and discuss how 

Europeans developed technologies to assist in finding a sea route to Asia. Students are discussing why 
immigrants leave their homelands because of political and economic troubles, for economic opportunities, or to 
find freedom or religion. 

5th Science ICS 
Students began this school year with a collaborative activity.  In groups, students worked together as a 

team to construct a structure out of spaghetti that would hold the weight of a marshmallow.  Our students also 
conducted a lab activity, Saving Fred, to brainstorm and solve a problem.  These initial activities helped 
students follow the steps of the Engineering Design Process and work together collaboratively.  Our class also 
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began looking at the states of matter by describing the difference between physical and chemical properties.  
They completed a What’s in the Bag activity to describe objects without being able to see the objects. Students 
also conducted a Dimensions of Blocks lab activity where they examined the physical and chemical properties 
of foam, clay and wood. 

Special Education – Panayoti 
  
Resource Room Math Grade 6  

Our sixth graders are now the student leaders in WRIS. And with this new title comes great responsibility! In 
Math, the students are taking the topics they have learned in prior years and taking them to the next level. We 
reviewed prime and composite numbers, multiplication with zeros, and exponents. The students are also 
practicing these skills on ixl.com. Next, we are moving onto PEMDAS, which is order of operations. The sixth 
graders are ready for the next challenge! 

Grade 6 Science with Ms. Molta 

The sixth graders spent the month of September delving into our first science topic, “Sun, Moon and Earth.” 
This school year, we are very excited to have a brand new science textbook that is correlated to the Next 
Generation Science Standards. We are fortunate to have complete online access to the textbook online using the 
www.pearsonrealize.com website. The students know how important it is to read and study over their notes 
daily. The teachers also modeled how to view all class notes and videos via Google Classroom.  

Grade 6 English with Mrs. Borrelli  

September was a busy month for our incoming sixth graders. Summer reading essays and responses were typed 
on the Chromebooks during our first week of classes. The students were introduced to our first novel Holes by 
Louis Sachar. We will be reading the novel aloud with students during class. All vocabulary and comprehension 
questions pertaining to the novel were uploaded to Google Classroom, where the students can access them in 
school and at home.  The students have been diligently completing their learning logs after each chapter. As the 
novel progresses, the “rising action” is building suspense and the students eagerly anticipate each chapter as the 
conflict ensues!  

RTI - Hamerling 
  

Response to Intervention (RTI) is a program designed to provide eligible students with extra support and 
intervention in English and/or Math.  PARCC testing scores, STAR scores, teacher recommendations, and other 
criteria were used to determine which students in grades 4-6 would benefit from being included in this program.  
RTI classes meet once a week during a student’s Extensions period, so they do not miss regular content area 
classes.  The goal of this program is to allow students to review skills/strategies in English and/or Math and help 
them improve these skills throughout the year. 
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4th grade 
 Students read an article titled “Forest Recovery” to determine Main Idea and Details.  We also discussed 
how to locate important information and annotate the text.  They used highlighters, underlining, circling, and 
note taking to analyze the text.  We will soon begin reading a book titled Zombies to discuss this skill further, as 
well as focus on vocabulary and how to properly respond to a text. 

5th grade  
 Students began the month by focusing on a math mysteries story to connect Language Arts with Math.  
After reading the story, students then read word problems based on the events that occurred.  First, they had to 
determine the steps they must follow to solve the problem.  After identifying the correct steps, students were 
then expected to solve the problems. 
 We will soon begin reviewing the properties of multiplication, as well as how to multiply one digit by 
one digit and one digit by two-digit numbers. 

6th grade 
 Students began the month by focusing on how to solve word problems.  They were introduced to the 
CUBE strategy which provides a step by step visual aid for how to try solving a word problem.  Using this 
strategy, they completed a number of word problems that included using decimals and fractions. 

We will soon begin practicing addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of decimals. 
  
   

ESL – Manicone 

 September started off nicely.  To help the 4th graders acclimate we stayed in their 4th grade English 
Language Arts class most of the month and only worked separately a few times.  We learned about describing 
adjectives that applied to character traits.  This unit focused mainly on using character traits to describe 
characters in books, and movies.  We watched clips from Coco, Frozen, Moana and other Disney movies to help 
students practice identifying and explaining traits.  Next month we will apply our knowledge of traits to the 
novel they are reading in class and work on improving our reading comprehension.   

Art – C. Sterba 

Grade 4&5 Art- Students are working on landscape drawings following step by step instructions as they gain a 
stronger understanding of how to work with pencils, kneaded erasers, basic perspective skills, layout, proper 
handling of artwork, proper use of materials, use of the elements of texture, value, line, form, shape, and space 
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Grade 6 Art- students worked on and completed a landscape drawing using Charcoal pencils and tortillions 

!  

!  
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Music – J. Sterba 

Each month in all music classes and grades we focus on a patriotic song. Our patriotic song for September was 
our national anthem “The Star-Spangled Banner.” Students also learned “School House Rock:  The Preamble” 
in honor of Constitution Day on September 17.  Students also learned the famous jazz standard “Autumn 
Leaves” to celebrate the change in season. 

Fourth graders 
Students have received their recorders in music class.  So far, we have learned how to hold, care, clean and wear 
the recorder.  All students have named their recorders, successfully played the note B and improvised simple 
rhythms to play. 

Fifth graders  
Are learning how identify three different tempos; largo, presto and moderato.  They have also played simple 
rhythms using the different tempos. Students have successfully learned to conduct in beats of 2, 3, and 4 during 
music class. 

Sixth graders  
Are describing similarities and differences among the people and activities of music across the generations.  We 
have also been listening to music of the Baby Boomer generation and discussing the similarities and differences 
between that and their generations' music. 

BAND 
Instrumental signup has concluded.  Our WRIS Band has 40 members for the 2018-2019 school year.  
Beginners focus has been on care, cleaning and assembly of their instruments.  Advanced band members have 
been reviewing fingerings and reviewing Concert Bb and F scales. 

Library/Media – Diaz 

Wood-Ridge Intermediate School students in grades 4-6 have been learning about Digital Citizenship, 
keyboarding skills, and  Introduction to Blogging.  They began the school year with a brief review the library 
media center, rules, policies,  and expectations. Students learned about the types of projects they will be 
working on this year based on their grade level.   
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Circulation 

Books can be returned every day during school hours. Children may check out books for a 2 week period with 2 
renewals allowed. We do not charge fines for overdue books. However, fines are charged for lost or damaged 
books. Our first overdue notice is sent home after 30 days, with a second notice following at 60 days. After 60 
days a third notice is issued, along with the replacement cost.  

Physical Education – Rella 

In Physical Education, we started the school year focusing on learning and reviewing our classroom rules, 
policies, and procedures.  Students have been learning & practicing what to do during emergencies, such as; 
Fire Drill & Lock-Down Drills. Students were given specific seating assignments and became familiar with 
student responsibilities & expectations. 
 

  
Next, we continued with the implementation of the curriculum into our PE lessons by focusing more on their 
fitness in preparation for fitness testing, which takes place twice a year. These assessments consist of a battery 
of fitness tests, which measure specific elements of (Health Related) physical fitness and collectively are known 
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as FITNESSGRAM. Specifically, FITNESSGRAM evaluates 5 different parts of health-related fitness, 
including aerobic capacity, muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, and body composition. These 
health-related components are measured through tests such as; PACER, 90° Push-Ups, Curl-Ups, & Back- 
Saver Sit & Reach and BMI. Ultimately, the goal for all is to produce results that will land them in the “Healthy 
Fitness Zone” in as many, if not all of the FITNESSGRAM tests. 

In the month of September, students completed the Curl-ups and 90° Push-up Test.  
They will be using their scores to set specific fitness goals, as well as, create and participate in a fitness program 
to help them to improve their post-test score at the end of the year. Our students did an amazing job in P.E. this 
month!! 

Speech – Avella 

Therapy Session Activities: 

Speech-Language therapy took place in the classroom and speech-therapy room. Students participated in group 
and/or individual sessions which were tailored to their individual needs. New and old faces were welcomed to 
speech therapy. Students developed report with the speech-therapist and peers through conversational speech 
and games.  In addition, rules, expectations, and individual goals were discussed and created by the students in 
order to maintain a safe, fun, learning environment. Many of the goals addressed included mastering a particular 
sound such as /s/ /z/ /th/ /r/ /l/ /sh/and /ch/, increasing vocabulary, comprehension, and inferencing skills. 

STEM Club – Oppido 

We had our first meeting on September 19th.  It was a huge success!  There were a total of 39 students who 
participated; 11 fourth graders, 17 fifth graders, 11 sixth graders. With this being the introduction meeting, my 
goal was just to get a feel for how many students in each grade were interested and to hand out the schedule for 
each grade level Once that was done, I had the students go into small groups (which needed to consist of a 
student from each grade level) and quietly wait for the directions to their first activity.  They were required to 
create the tallest tower by only pipe cleaners (they were only given fifteen of them. They were allowed to do 
anything they wanted to or with the pipe cleaners, however, that was the only material they could use.  Some 
groups immediately started to try to build while others actually wrote out a plan and drew something first. I 
didn’t set any rules or expectations for this, as I wanted to see what they would do with very little direction.  As 
I walked around, it was interesting to see who was “taking charge” and who was taking a back seat to this task.   
Below are pictures of the groups working together 
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Drama Club – Muscle 

The Drama Club held its initial meeting in September. We met on September 13th.  During the meeting, 
sign ups took place. The advisor also went over expectations from the members. Over 50 students were present 
at these meetings. The spring production was discussed. Students that had participated in the production in 
previous years shared their experience with the group to enlighten new members. The advisor has purchased 
from the licensing company a perusal of the show materials to determine whether this show choice will be 
appropriate. She will also allow the students to view this document to get an idea of what the show will entail.  

Choir Club – Manolakakis 

Meeting Dates 

All meeting are held in the WRIS Music Room on Wednesdays from 3 pm - 3:30 pm.  September sign ups/
rehearsals 12, 19, 26 

Agenda 

Rehearsal:  Students could Sign-Up within these 3 weeks.  After 9/26  I closed the roster.  If others want to join 
in October I will let them in.   

9/12/18 - 27 Students attended 
• Sign-In Sheet 
• Went over commitment for concerts. 
• Handed out Welcome forms and Remind.com to communicate with parents. 
• We sang through Holiday Sing Along Sheet 

9/19/18 - 27 Students attended 
• Sign-In Sheet 
• Went over commitment for concerts. 
• Handed out Welcome forms and Remind.com to communicate with parents. 
• We learned vocal warms-ups and handed out Concert Music:  

o All music is 2 to 3 Part 
▪ Nutcracker Jingles 
▪ All I Want For Christmas Is You 
▪ African Gloria 
▪ Sing Along Sheet 

9/26/18 - 31 Students attended 
• Sign-In Sheet 
• Handed out music to those who were missing. 
• Put students in 3 vocal parts.  Sopranos on left, Men in the middle and Altos on the left. 
• Sang Through each song briefly to give an example...students joined in. 
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Activities/Fund-Raisers/Field Trips 

Working on planning a trip to NJPAC during the day for the Choir….maybe 2 trips.  Will touch base with Mr. 
Lisa and busing before sending in the Trip request form. 

Art Club/Stage Crew -Carroll 

September 18, 2018 
Grade 6:  2 students 

 Grade 5:  17 students 
  
September 25, 2018 

Grade 4:  20 students 
  
The plan for the year was discussed.  Activities for the year include:  October-stomp out bullying, drug/alcohol 
awareness, healthy lifestyle; December-Decorations for Winter Concert, January-April:  decorations for Spring 
Concert and for Drama Club. 

Students created posters for teachers welcoming them back to a new school year. 

Student Council - Negro 

September 26th:   I met with sixth grade students who are interested in running for a position on the school’s 
Student Council. 

September 28th: I met with fourth and fifth grade students who are interested in running for a position as a 
homeroom representative.   
 
A due date for letters of interest for all grade levels was set to October 2nd. 

Journalism – Diaz 

Journalism Club began work on their first 2018 edition of The WRIS Gazette. Each student in the journalism 
club was assigned a specific job based on what their interests are. Be sure to look out for our very first copy, 
Coming Soon! 

WRJRSRHS                                                                                                                                                          

English Department 
Valerie Hunter 
English I 
English I classes reviewed the components of a strong paragraph response, and then applied these skills by writing 
paragraph responses analyzing an article they read about the controversy caused by Native American team names. 
Students then reviewed and were tested on literary terms, and are now beginning a unit in which they will be reading short 
stories and analyzing the authors' use of literary devices. They have also begun their year-long study of vocabulary with 
Wordly Wise Book 9. 
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English I Honors 
The English I Honors class reviewed the components of a strong paragraph response, and then applied these skills by 
writing paragraph responses analyzing their summer reading book, Tanita S. Davis’s Mare’s War. Students then reviewed 
and were tested on literary terms, and have started reading Laurie Halse Anderson's YA novel Speak. They have also 
begun their year-long study of vocabulary with Wordly Wise Book 9. 
 
Pete Forman 
English III 
Reading Skills 
The Reading Skills class began the year by writing reading autobiographies to explore their histories as readers. They then 
practiced skills including oral reading, summarization, close reading, and research skills. Students also discussed and 
made posters of strong reading skills. 
11th Grade American Literature   
The 11th grade American literature classes are busy working on APA and MLA formatted research papers focused on non-
fiction selections.  The topics include the great speeches of our early American democracy. From these non-fiction 
speeches, students will examine the components of effective persuasive writing including anaphora and parallelism. In 
additions, students are working with vocabulary that targets college readiness. Our next unit will analyze the Declaration 
of Independence as a persuasive essay.  
11th Grade Honors American Literature   
Honors classes are working in Socratic groups in and out of school to begin the formation of their year-long websites 
focusing on the essential question:   What is American Literature?  The APA and MLA methods of research will also be 
highlighted with a focus on Non-Fiction American speeches. Students have already finished their author banners that will 
be displayed in class all year. 

Matt Bogert 
English 7 
Throughout the month of September students continued to get use to the block schedule and the transition from class to 
class.  Students continue to read short stories, and have been quizzed and tested on selected stories and vocabulary. 
Students have completed their first Personal narrative and Editorial. Students will begin their introduction to MLA 
Formatting and research papers in the next few weeks.  
English 7 Honors 
Throughout the month of September students continued to get use to the block schedule and the transition from class to 
class.  Students continue to read short stories, and have been quizzed and tested on selected stories and vocabulary. 
Students have completed their first Personal narrative and Editorial. Students will also begin their introduction to MLA 
Formatting and research papers.  
Honor students have begun to complete their first of three Dialectical Journals and will soon begin reading their first novel 
The Westing Game by Ellen Raskin.  
 

Colleen Kozibroda 
English II Resource Room 
In English II, students began the year discussing the differences between formal and informal language; they 
demonstrated understanding of the difference between the two. Summer reading was discussed and a writing assessment 
was made based upon their summer reading assignment.  Students just finished literary devices; they reviewed literary 
devices, created illustrations and examples of each, reviewed through Kahoot, and played other review games through 
various center-based activities. They finished literary devices through a formal assessment. 
English III Resource Room 
In English III, students began the year reviewing the summer reading short stories assigned:  “The Story of an Hour” by 
Kate Chopin and “The Yellow Wallpaper” by Charlotte Perkins Gilman. Aside from the data sheet assigned over the 
summer, students took a test on the short stories after a thorough review in class.   Students are currently working on 
literary devices; they reviewed literary devices.  They are in the process of creating illustrations and examples of each.  
They will review through Kahoot, and play other review games through various center-based activities.  Students will 
begin the year and unit reflecting upon the question, “What is American Literature?” 
English IV Resource 
In English IV, students began the year reviewing the summer reading short story assigned: “Lamb to the Slaughter” by 
Roald Dahl. Aside from the data sheet assigned over the summer, students took a test on the short stories after a thorough 
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review in class.  Students just finished literary devices; they reviewed literary devices, created illustrations and examples 
of each, reviewed through Kahoot, and played other review games through various center-based activities. They finished 
literary devices through a formal assessment. 
As an introduction to our Anglo-Saxon unit, students are beginning a webquest to explore the daily life, religion, and 
culture of the Anglo-Saxons.  Students will then read, analyze, and critique Anglo-Saxon poetry:  “The Seafarer,” “The 
Wanderer,” and “The Wife’s Lament” from the Exeter Book.  

Rebecca Landes 
English II 
In English II, students started the school year learning and reviewing literary terms through the online site Quizlet, as well 
as solving cross-word puzzles, taking quizzes, drawing posters, and giving presentations on their favorite songs that 
include literary terms. Students are now beginning a unit on to the Civil Rights Movement, in conjunction with the 
History department, and will be reading Richard Wright’s Native Son in October.  
English Language Arts Grade 7 
Grade 7 Language Arts students have been reading various short stories and focusing on plot, characterization, point of 
view, and setting. They have also learned new vocabulary from their reading, and defined and completed original 
sentences based on these words. Assessments have included a summer reading response letter, a “Selfie Poem” where 
students wrote about themselves and incorporated a photo with family or friends, guided reading questions, and quizzes. 
The students also completed a Personal Narrative through rough drafts, peer-editing, and presenting their narratives to the 
class.  

Melissa Papp  
English Language Arts Grade 8 
Students gained factual knowledge through fables and representation of animals of allegory, satire, and the Russian 
Revolution in preparation for reading Animal Farm by George Orwell.  Additionally, grade eight students used text 
structure and close reading strategies to compare a key character’s speech to a historical speech given in 1919 through a 
comparison essay. 
English Language Arts Grade 8 Honors 
In addition to acquiring and applying new vocabulary terms and beginning advanced writing practice, students gained 
factual knowledge through fables and representation of animals of allegory, satire, and the Russian Revolution. They are 
currently analyzing Animal Farm by George Orwell using close reading, paired informational text discussions, and 
literary response writing using a historical lens to evaluate the accuracy of Animal Farm as an allegory. 

Christine Green 
English IV 
Students submitted their summer reading assignment based on a Queen Elizabeth 1 speech "Farewell to the Troops". They 
were then tested on their knowledge of the speech based on theme and all literary elements.  They have started the Anglo 
Saxon unit and have also had their first literary terms test.  They have written a lyrical poem and have started a daily 
writing document which they will submit each week. 
English IV Honors 
Students submitted summer reading assignments and have participated in class analysis on their summer assignments.  
They will be writing daily in class in preparation for college and career.  They have already completed reading two novels 
and have participated in verbal textual analysis of the reading. 
English AP 
Students are participating in class analysis of their summer reading assignments.  They are writing under timed conditions 
in preparation for the AP exam in May 2019.  They are also practicing "close reading" on passages to prepare for the test. 

Lara Schmitt 
8th Grade English 
Resource Support Center 
With the new school year getting underway, the eighth graders have come back to the Junior/Senior High School with one 
year of experience under their belts!  They have been getting back into routines and reviewing both new and old 
procedures, and have been working on their executive functioning skills to help ensure a successful year for themselves 
before entering high school next year. 
They have also been individually reading benchmark testing as well as have completed on-demand writing tasks of 
specific writing genres to display their current fluency and comprehension in both areas of English Language Arts. 
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We are looking forward to a great year in eighth grade English! 
7th Grade English 
Resource Support Center 
With the new school year getting underway, the seventh graders have transitioned well into their new school!  They have 
been getting adjusted to new routines and procedures, and have been working on their executive functioning skills to help 
ensure a successful year for themselves. 
They have also been individually reading benchmark testing as well as have completed on-demand writing tasks of 
specific writing genres to display their current fluency and comprehension in both areas of English Language Arts. 
We are looking forward to a great year in seventh grade English! 
English I 
Resource Support Center 
With the new school year getting underway, the freshmen have transitioned well into high school!  They have been getting 
back into routines and reviewing both new and old procedures, and have been working on their executive functioning 
skills to help ensure a successful year for themselves that is intended to set a foundation for their remaining school years. 
They have also been individually reading benchmark testing as well as have completed on-demand writing tasks of 
specific writing genres to display their current fluency and comprehension in both areas of English Language Arts. 
 Furthermore, they have been working collaboratively to review grammar concepts that will help them strengthen their 
written and oral communication skills. 

Kimberly Millar 
English II and English II (Honors) 
The English II classes are collaborating with the US History II course in regard to content, assignments, and literature.  As 
students in US History II study an era in American history, students will read literature that was written during/about that 
era, literature that discusses themes of the era (war, racism, oppression, injustice), and then complete a culminating project 
that applies the themes and issues depicted in both to modern day. Students have completed a review of literary terms and 
are about to begin a unit on racism and discrimination.  The classes will also complete a mini-research paper in 
preparation for the annual district assigned paper later in the year. We have also started to read Richard Wright’s Native 
Son, which addresses the nature/nurture argument as to why people are the way they are.  Students debated: Is their 
personality shaped by nature or nurture?  Do people commit crimes because it is in their nature or are they influenced by 
society to commit crimes (nurture)?  

!  
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Kelly Manicone 
ESL 
In September, the ESL students have been busy.  Our year started with a refresher about what requirements students need 
to graduate, and how to successfully complete all of their requirements.  One class began the year with interview skills 
and began to interview each other.  They also enjoyed time to discuss, complete and proofread their summer reading 
assignments.  We reviewed regular and irregular past tense verbs, and applied that to what students learned in their various 
History classes.  They loved it! 
In our other ESL class, we started the month editing our summer reading assignments.  Then we jumped into a unit on 
nonfiction. Students have worked on reading nonfiction, citing texts, and using RACE to answer research based questions 
on the Holocaust. We are continuing this unit into October where we will listen to survivor’s accounts and create 
presentations about various survivors. 

Science Department 

Doubrovka Hausner 
Chemistry Honors 
In Chemistry Honors class, students reviewed summer assignment work and took a their first test. We went over the lab 
safety and how to handle chemicals and lab equipment. Afterwards students were exploring physical and chemical 
changes and different types of mixtures. The class performed a 2 period lab and conducted a series of experiments that 
helped them distinguish between physical and chemical changes. The lab is followed by a full lab report.  
Chemistry 
In all Chemistry classes, students learned about lab safety and how to handle chemicals and lab equipment correctly. 
Students worked with a partner to create a lab safety poster of one lab safety rule of their choice. As a class we discovered 
the basics of chemistry, matter, atoms and elements. Afterwards students were exploring physical and chemical changes 
and different types of mixtures. The class performed a 2 period lab and conducted a series of experiments that helped them 
distinguish between physical and chemical changes. The lab is followed by a full lab report.  

Jonathan Hassinger 
Physics/Physics Honors 
In Physics Honors we completed the review of the summer work on Kinematics. We also began covering our Chapter on 
Dynamics. We will be completing the Bowling Ball lab in a few weeks. In the General Physics class we have concluded 
our math review and have begun the study of Kinematics. Soon, students will be launching stomp rockets on the field to 
study parabolic motion. 
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AP Physics 
In AP Physics we concluded our studies of 2 dimensional Kinematics and 2 dimensional Dynamics. Students began 
working on the Marble Launcher lab and we will be starting the chapter on Uniform Circular Motion later this week. 

Kristen Larson 
Science 7 
The first month of Science 7 was great! We worked on exploring the themes of the life sciences. Students all created their 
first presentations in the class and did a fantastic job showing their work to the class. We began studying the amazing 
world of cells-- we are excited to work on labs that will expand our views on cells. Science 7 is looking forward to 
looking at how cells can build the body of an organism! 

Biology 
In September, Biology students were introduced to the basics of life science. Students completed two presentations and a 
microscope lab while also learning about the biogeochemical cycles in our biosphere. Looking forward to October, we are 
preparing to study more of the basics of ecology and metabolism.  

!  

Forensics 
Students were informed about Middle school college and credits that they can earn once they complete the course of 
forensics. Students also reviewed lab safety rules and became familiar with a forensic textbook. Students were assigned a 
famous case topic and presented their first project: The theme project. 

Keri Parry 
Algebra-based Physics/Chemistry, Natural Disasters, Technology Education  
Students began the year with classroom procedures and started the first units of each curriculum. Technology Education 
students learned about digital citizenship in the forms of identity, upstanding, security, and as a creator or user of creative 
works. Below is a picture of the Tech. Ed. students creating a concept map about cyber bullying. Chemistry students 
learned about lab safety, and differences among physical and chemical properties. Assessments for these topics included 
creating a lab safety poster (pictured below), a lab quiz, and an actual lab experiment.  The physics students learned how 
to solve problems for an unknown variable, including the topics of speed, distance and time. Finally, the students in 
Natural Disaster distinguished disaster types, layers of the earth (pictured below), and how Earth’s tectonic plates move in 
the Earthquakes unit.  
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Ted Colarusso 
Medical Terminology 
Students are entrenched in learning a new language: “The Language of Medicine.” 
The course begins with memorization of root words, prefixes and suffixes, by use of props, worksheets, reading X-ray, CT 
scans and videos of actual surgeries.   After each procedure / topical videos, the language introduced is followed by class 
discussion.  Students continued to expand their knowledge of this new language by discussing major body parts (both 
internal and external).  In addition, we will discuss body planes, quadrants and regions, with knowledge of what body 
organs and systems are contained in each. 
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Anatomy & Physiology 
Students have complete basic terminology involving body planes, body regions, directional terms and identification of the 
eleven organs systems of the human body. The class is now learning introductory histology, examining the four human 
tissue types and choosing to research one tissue type in depth (Project Based Learning assessment) 
  

! !  

Biology 
In our recently renovated science lab, the Biology students have begun to study how to apply basic principles of the 
scientific method, and an overview of the major biological themes covered in the course.  We have also completed labs 
using microscopes and prepared slides to correlate characteristics of living organisms, as well as designed a controlled 
experiment to measure plant growth varying light colors and   students have performed a virtual lab using science-based 
“Gizmo” learning tools.  
 

!  
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Jacqueline Sanzari 
8th Grade Science 
The 8th grade started the year off with a review of science safety and dove into their first unit of study entitled Matter 
and its Interactions.  Each class started with reviewing how to distinguish between, identify and describe the structure 
matter.  Students worked together using fruit loops and toothpicks to develop models of the molecular structure of 
elements, molecules, compounds and mixtures. The study of matter continued with a focus on measuring matter and the 
ways in which matter can change.  Students really enjoyed using electronic scales and using the displacement method to 
explore mass, volume and density.   

7th Grade Honors Science 
The 7th Grade Honors Science class has started the year off with a review of living things and the cell system.  Students 
were very excited to use compound light microscopes to observe premade animal cells.  As an enrichment activity 
students used onion skin, slides, cover slips and iodine to create wet mount slides.  Using these observations and various 
other diagrams students compared and contrasted the different cell structures.  Students are now exploring the primary 
role of the cell membrane and how it helps the cell to maintain homeostasis.  

 !  
 
 

! !  
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Social Studies Department 
Gianna Catalano  
Social Studies 
World History 
The class began with reviewing a map of Europe before understanding the Renaissance. Students analyzed art from both 
the Renaissance and Medieval period as well as made connections to modern art. Students read and analyzed literature 
from the Renaissance through collaborative activities. The class then started to discuss the Reformation and the impact 
religion has on society by reading primary source documents from Martin Luther. Students then started to research the 
different religions that stemmed from the Reformation. To wrap up the unit students were given specific topics, which 
they had to research and compare to present day. Students will be evaluated based on their knowledge of the Renaissance 
and Reformation as well as their ability to read and understand primary sources.  

US History I  
The class began with the reading and understanding as well as analyzing the Constitution of the United States, specifically 
Articles 1 through 7. Each week the class has been reading and analyzing one specific Article from the Constitution. They 
started with Article I, which led to them researching who currently is holding office in the United States Congress. The 
class then moved onto Article II where we discussed the different roles that are required and permitted to the President of 
the United States. Currently the class is reading and analyzing Article III, which will include a closer look at the case of 
Marbury vs. Madison and the concept of judicial review. Students will be evaluated based on their knowledge of the first 
seven articles of the Constitution as well as their ability to understand and interpret primary sources.  

Unsolved Mysteries in History  
The class began the year with learning about mysteries and how to solve them. Students explored the different ways of 
finding evidence and making sure that proper evidence is being used when conducting their own research. The students 
then began to explore the mystery of the lost colony of Roanoke. The class read different perspectives of information in 
order to get a better idea of what actually happened to the colonists. Students then conducted their own research and wrote 
a paper where they had to decide which theory they think explains what happened to the colonists at Roanoke. Once 
completing their papers, the class will move on to the next mystery, which is Egypt. They will be exploring the mystery 
behind the pyramids as well as the Sphinx and mummies.  

Stephanie Gaven 
US History I Honors 
September certainly flew by in Mrs. Gaven’s class as we began to learn how to read and think like historians!  We have 
analyzed the text of the Constitution in a variety of ways, examined primary sources to identify their relationship to its 
central ideas and debated the core constitutional principles as they relate to today's political issues. Things will only get 
more exciting as we interpret current laws involving individual rights and national security, and evaluate how the laws 
might be applied to current cases that cite violations of an individual's constitutional rights. 

Stephanie Gaven and Joseph Belger 
US I History 
US History I classes also began to learn how to read and think like historian as we studied the most influential document 
ever written, our Constitution! We have also evaluated the roles and responsibilities of each branch of government with 
close-reads of the articles, a Congressional Webquest, a Presidential role-playing activity and debate and discussion on a 
significant court case (Marbury vs. Madison).  After our unit test we will look at the Bill of Rights and Amendments and 
assess the effectiveness of government policies in balancing the rights of the individual against the need for national 
security. 

Sociology 
In September we began our study of Sociology! First we analyzed and evaluated the work of the major sociologists and 
researched their lives, what they studied and their beliefs about the field of sociology. Next, we defined and identified the 
main ideas and concepts behind culture as we discussed the main characteristics and identified where they apply to our 
own lives through music. We will end our culture unit we determined how material cultures could be used to tell about 
cultural values and differences as we conducted a lab evaluated valuable items of others.  
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Public Speaking 
As this course relies heavily on increasing the comfort level each student has when speaking in front of a group, we began 
this year with a peer-to-peer interview and introduction. Our first unit focuses on the various delivery techniques and 
skills necessary to become an exemplary public speaker. Students have viewed short clips, pulled apart readings, and 
completed a set of kinesthetic activities to practice these skills.  They made their first oral presentation on effective and 
ineffective non-verbal advertisements. For the remainder of the unit we will focus on descriptive language when speaking. 

Victor Minnocci  
AP US History 
The class began the year analyzing colonization between 1491 - 1607. This was followed by the settling of the English 
colonies. Topics included religious toleration, Puritanism, and American life in the seventeenth century. The French and 
Indian War was evaluated and the effects it had on the colonies. The class is currently evaluating the road to revolution. 
The sequence of British legislation and how it imposed on colonial rights and civil liberties and how a greater degree of 
colonial unity was developed. 

Honors U.S. II   
The class began the year exploring the 1920s. Significant events included the Red Scare, the Immigration Act of 1924, the 
Sacco and Vancetti Trial, the Scopes Trial. The pros and cons of prohibition and the difficulty in enforcing the law. The 
cultural changes taking place in the U.S. was explored. Students completed a web quest on the Harlem Renaissance. 
Entertainment, sports heroes and movie stars and other forms of entertainment and how it influences the culture was 
analyzed. The class is now exploring the Great Depression. 

Current Issues  
The classes analyzed international, nation and local current events. Topics included global conflicts, North Korea and 
global trade. The supreme court nomination hearings, the national economy and Hurricane Florence were the dominant 
national issues evaluated. Students were assigned topics to investigate.  Local topics included Bergen County or Wood 
Ridge only. The students are assigned a 5w’s to complete during each class. 

Kimberly Forsyth 
Social Studies 
7th Grade  
This month students were introduced to topics surrounding the beginning of the first human civilizations in North and 
South America.  Through writing prompts, role play, class discussion and various activities, we studied the migration 
patterns and cultural traditions of the Maya, Olmec, Inca, and Aztec and explored the unique forms of language that each 
used to communicate.  We then “visited” each region of North America and learned how the native cultures adapted to the 
environments that they settled in.   

U.S. History II 
This month we reviewed the culture, political policies, and key figures of the 1920s and 1930s.  Students examined the 
causes and effects of the Great Depression and made connections between the boom of credit and consumer goods and the 
economic collapse that occurred in the United States.  We will soon be exploring the rise of dictatorship in Europe and 
how their actions contributed to tensions throughout the world. 

Steve Schneidman 
7th and 8th Grade Social Studies and Honors  
Grade 7 is working on Chapter 1. The main topics are the earliest Americans, Native American cultures, Greek and 
Roman influences on the U.S. government.  They are doing a research project on totem poles, where they explore the 
significance of the poles. They will then draw a totem pole using a number of symbols. 

Grade 8 Honors Class and the general education classes are in the chapter concerning the Jefferson Era, topics include 
Jefferson’s presidency, the Louisiana Purchase, Indian wars in the Northwest territory, and the War of 1812.  The honors 
class did a project, where they had to research Jefferson’s presidency and come up with 10 questions, in an interview 
format, about issues he had to deal with in his term as President. 
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The general education class had a group project where each group was given an important person, Jefferson, Burr, John 
Marshall, and John Adams. They had to research that person and come up with the good things they did and the not so 
good things they did to influence American history. 

Mallory Garvin 
World History and World History Honors 
We are off to a fun and exciting start this school year in World History and World History Honors. World History begins 
with the seemingly boring Renaissance, Reformation, and Scientific Revolution. However, students quickly learned that 
this was a period of rebellion and new ideas. Students learned why Martin Luther decided to rebel against the Catholic 
Church and how revolutionary the Scientific Revolution really was, even putting poor Galileo Galilee “on trial”.  

World History Honors started the year by discussing their summer assignments, which allowed them to research figures 
throughout World History that stood up to violence and inequality, create a brief summary, visual, and then write a speech 
from the perspective of that figure as if they had just won the Nobel Peace Prize. We discussed to the stories of Irena 
Sendler, Oskar Schindler, and Raoul Wallenberg who all defied Nazi Germany and save hundreds of their Jewish 
neighbors. We then discussed Malala, Nelson Mandela, Gandhi, and Emmeline Pankhurst who all stood up to injustice. In 
establishing the commonality between these figures we can further determine what it takes to be an upstander in our 
society.  

AP US Government and Politics  
AP US Government started the school year by jumping into what is already a tumultuous period in politics. Our class has 
certainly not had any lack of material to discuss with many of current societal arguments being ones that the Founding 
Fathers argued themselves. The start of our year has been focused on the basis of the United States as a Democratic 
Republic, the creation of the Constitution, and the establishment of our federal system. From the very start of our school 
year we have seen that what was discussed in the 1700s is still discussed today as shown in an article in The Atlantic we 
read, “James Madison’s Mob-Rule Fears Have Been Realized”. As students delve further into the nuanced organization of 
our government the “same story, different century” mentality will be ever more apparent.  
 
Art Department 
Catherine Bethon 
Art 

!  

Graphic Design: In this course we kicked off the year by finding out “What really is Graphic Design?”.  Students 
explored the major careers for the field and what the potential salary is for that job.  With further investigation we looked 
into the college aspect of what degree someone would need in order to apply for a job in on of the fields for graphic 
design.  There was a lot of talk about college tuitions, loans, and pay checks, it was a great conversation for the 
upperclassmen.   
After we had a clear picture of the field of Graphics we next had to learn the software used by the designers.  We started 
with Adobe Illustrator, which creates images saved in a vector file.  We are learning how to use the basic tools in 
Illustrator to create examples of the Elements of Design.  We also find examples of those same Elements of Design 
created by designers in magazines for either adverts or articles.   
Art Exploration - Grade 8:  An eager bunch of students learned to “Find Your Zen” with a Zentangle mini project.  We 
looked at silhouettes of animals and talked about positive and negative space.  Then with the help of quiet ambiance music 
we slowly and patiently learn to calm and free our minds from trying not to plan too much but instead to break large 
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drawings into smaller sections.  We finished out the mini project through “Do Nows” and #FridaysaysRelax days in class.  

!  
In the other part of class there have been a lot of observational drawings of items from our room.  Sometimes we use the 
box of fake fruit or the geometric shapes.  The task is to think how we really see something sitting on the table in front of 
us instead of how we imagine it to look.  This is not as easy as we think but we are learning that art is something you must 
practice at to do well in.  Art is not always a gift given to you. 
 

!  
Introduction to Art: Betty Edwards published a book called “Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain” and it’s a great 
explanation of how one learns to draw.  Going off some of her exercises the Intro to Art classes have been working with 
viewfinders and still lifes to create three-dimensional drawings on a two-dimensional surface.  In order to see the progress 
we make with our art we first documented our drawing abilities with three pre-drawings.  We are currently finishing our 
three-dimensional hand drawings in ink with techniques like stippling, hatching, and cross-hatching.   
Drawing:  A class of highly talented upperclassmen are striving to make leaps and bounds as they begin an detailed 
observational drawing of an incredibly large still-life that is currently set up in the middle of the room.  We have learned 
about the array of pencil grades to assist our range of tones created from pencil.  The room is very peaceful as we listen to 
music and work in our seats which surround the still-life highlighted by the spotlights in the room.  A mixture of several 
textures and a composition to impress the viewer we are taking our time to capture them correctly in our sketchbooks 
before the final illustration.  There’s no doubt these drawings will be showcased in several locations once completed. 

Alyssa Bullaro 
Culinary Arts I 
International Cuisine 
Culinary Arts I 
For the month of September, students primarily focused on kitchen safety and sanitation prior to entering the kitchen. 
Topics included food borne illnesses, allergies, cooking temperatures, cross contamination and many more. Once students 
passed the safety test, they were introduced to kitchen basics beginning with measurement techniques and rules as well as 
recipe abbreviations and equivalents. Finally, students prepared bacon and cheddar biscuits for their first cooking 
experience. 

International Cuisine 
Students immediately began with a quick safety review from prior culinary classes as well as the passing of the safety test. 
After that was complete, the direction of the class turned to focus on culture and how it relates to food, primarily to get 
students thinking about what influences food choices. Not only did it allow students to reflect on their own food choices, 
influences and customs, but it allowed them to be introduced to new cultures as well. This year in International Cuisine, 
students have been conducting research and familiarizing themselves with the CultureGrams database in the media center. 
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The first region on our list focused on the British Isles, specifically  Wales, Scotland, England and Ireland. Meanwhile, 
back in the kitchen students prepared Scones (Scotland), Pikelets (Welsh Pancakes) and Cornish Pasties (England’s 

Empanadas). !  

!  

Sean Rutherford 
TV Production 
Students in TV Production have started and completed their composition projects.  Students learned that when taking a 
photo or shooting a video, what’s out of the frame is just as important as what is in the frame.  Students prepared a slides 
presentation illustrating the fourteen photo types required.  Their projects turned out to be excellent! Students thoroughly 
enjoy being able show off their uniqueness in photography or film.   

! !  
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TV Production students are now moving into their music video project.  Anticipation is building as they are trying to pick 
a song for their video.  This is always the most difficult part for students because they can never agree on a song and when 
they do, they realize it isn’t school appropriate.  But once again, they’re excited to work on this assignment and I’m 
excited to view their videos next month. 

!  
 

Web 2.0 
Students begin working on a podcast.  To introduce podcasts, students listened to several podcasts.  The first podcasts 
student’s listened to was NPR’s “How I Built This”.  In this podcast, Guy Raz interviews the founders of major companies 
and corporations to get their story and how the company became what it is.  The class listened to the episode about 
Instagram and how the app was originally designed to ‘check-in’ to locations to show friends where you were.  It quickly 
showed that there was little interest in location sharing, but users loved the photo sharing aspect.  So the creators dropped 
the location sharing and focused solely on photo sharing.  This decision led to one of the most used apps and a sale price 
to Facebook for $1 Billion. 
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Students recorded their own podcast, discussing any topic they wish (as long as I approved it).  The used their phones to 
record and the Mac laptops software Garageband to edit their podcast.  We then played them for the class and provided 
feedback.   

Robotics 
Students have learned the role robots play in society.  They’ve seen videos of different robots from those that vacuum your 
house for you (iRobot and Roomba), to Boston Dynamics new breed of four-legged and two-legged robots that help 
physically disabled individuals in their homes (and do pretty awesome backflips).  Students then watched a comparison 
video of Ford Motor Company’s assembly line in the 1980s (filled with human workers) and then the same company’s 
assembly line today where there is only a handful of humans and a plethora of robots welding and moving items. 

!  
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Students then began working on their own robot kits.  Being eager students, one group finished their initial build already 
and I’ve set them up with more advanced builds. 

Math Department 
Lisa Ames  
Geometry/Geometry Honors 
We started the year by reviewing some basic algebraic concepts such as solving equations, graphing, and slope. To begin 
the geometry course, we are learning about the basic foundations of geometry such as points, lines, and planes. Students 
are using their visualization skills to look at diagrams in three dimensions and learn about the 4 postulates of geometry. 
We also applied these in the coordinate plane using distance and midpoint formulas. The students will be completing a 
project applying statements about points, lines, and planes by taking photos of where these statements exist around them. 
Students also set up their Khan Academy accounts which they will have weekly assignments on.  

AP Statistics  
We began the AP statistics curriculum by discussed data and how it can be displayed. Students also practiced deciphering 
various statistical scenarios using the 5 W questions and looking at different types of variables. Students then completed 
chapter 2 which discussed pie charts and segmented bar graphs that can be used with univariate and bivariate data. 
Students set up their accounts on MyMathLab which they will have assignments from aligned to each chapter as well as 
Khan Academy. We also practiced constructing various data displays by hand and using the TI graphing calculators in 
order to look at shape, center, and spread.  

Statistics 
Students started their study of statistics by brainstorming what data they see around them. Then, we began chapter 1 
which includes the two branches of statistics, the difference between samples and populations, and quantitative and 
qualitative data. Students discussed the different types of measurements and applied them to different real world 
scenarios. Students finished chapter 1 by discussing types of studies and how data can be sampled. We also discussed how 
studies can be designed with blocks to diminish the amount of bias. Students completed Chapter 1 problems online using 
Math XL.  

Steve Olsen 
Algebra 2 Honors 
Students were tested on their summer assignment and completed a review unit covering Algebra 1 topics. Review topics 
included linear and quadratic functions, basic factoring, absolute value functions and systems of equations.  Students just 
began a unit on patterns, sequences and functions.   Students watched, summarized and questioned online instructional 
videos and were quizzed on the concepts during each daily class.  Students were formally tested with Unit B Test. 

Pre-Calculus Honors 
Students were tested on their summer assignment and completed a review unit covering Algebra 2 topics. Review topics 
included relations and functions, domain and range, even and odd functions and greatest integer function.  Students just 
began a unit on trigonometric functions, angles and measures.   Students watched, summarized and questioned online 
instructional videos and were quizzed on the concepts during each daily class.  Students were formally tested with Unit B 
Test. 

Pre-Calculus CP 
Students were tested on their summer assignment and completed a review unit covering Algebra 2 topics. Review topics 
included relations and functions, domain and range, even and odd functions and greatest integer function.  Students just 
began a unit on trigonometric functions, angles and measures.   Students watched, summarized and questioned online 
instructional videos and were quizzed on the concepts during each daily class.  Students were formally tested with Unit B 
Test. 

AP Computer Science Principles 
Students began working on Unit 1.1 - Representing and Transmitting Information.  Students learned and used different 
number base systems including binary, hexidecimal, octal and decimal and simulated message exchanges using internet 
simulation.  Students began practice AP explore project by investigating and documenting a computing innovation.  
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Students also completed reading chapter one of “Blown to Bits” and summarized their opinions using Edmodo online 
discussion tools. 

Ryan Burger 
Math 7 
During the first week of classes we did a review of percents and decimals and introduced the number line. 
During second week of classes we discussed adding of integers using a number line, chips and introduced a song to 
remember the rules. 
During the third week of classes we discussed subtracting integers using a number line, chips and introduced a song to 
remember the rules.  
During the fourth week of classes we discussed how to use both addition and subtraction using integers and real-world 
problems. 

Debra Beck  
Accounting 
They investigated the different types of business organizations.  They differentiated between financial and managerial 
accounting. The students were introduced to the accounting equation and how to handle basic business transactions. 

Financial Literacy  
The students learned about present and future value.  The students learned and practiced setting financial and educational 
goals by using the SMART technique for goal setting and evaluating opportunity costs. They investigated careers by 
taking aptitude tests, exploring a career, writing a resume.   They completed the online Everfi module titled Saving.  

Stock Market  
The students learned how companies are formed and how they become a public company that is traded in the stock 
market.  The students learned about stockholders’ rights and responsibilities. They learned how to make graphs in Google 
Spreadsheet and how to read a stock table using online tools. 

Alexis De Coma 
Resource Grade 7 
So far 7th grade math is off to a great start.  The students are working on some previously learned concepts to refresh their 
memory.  Chapter 1 has them working on all operations with integers, rational and irrational numbers.  They have been 
having fun working in partners to complete some assignments and enhancing their math knowledge at the same time.  We 
will be wrapping up Chapter 1 soon and beginning to work with equations in Chapter 2. 

Resource Algebra 
Students began the year by reviewing basic skills through their summer packets. They all are enrolled in Khan Academy 
for remediation, and exploration of current topics.  All students have enrolled in Google classroom to keep abreast of 
topics in class. We spent the first month of the school year exploring the basics of Algebra. In Chapter 1 we have looked at 
expressions and variables, order of operations, real numbers and the number line, and properties of real numbers. We will 
continue with adding/subtracting real numbers and multiplying/dividing numbers, the distributive property, and 
introduction to equations. We have begun having 5 Khan academy lessons a week, and weekly pop quiz on review topics 
from basic skills. 

Resource Algebra II 
Students began the year by reviewing basic skills through their summer packets. They all are enrolled in Khan Academy 
for remediation, and exploration of current topics.  All students have enrolled in Google classroom to keep abreast of 
topics in class. We spent the first month of the school year diving head first into Algebra II. In chapter 9, we dealt with 
sequencing. We dealt with generic sequences, and finding explicit and recursive formulas, as well as evaluating 
sequences. We then went into Geometric and Arithmetic sequences, which included finding means for both. We then 
stepped back to chapter 1 and are exploring Some Algebra Basics in preparation for relearning functions. We have begun 
having 5 Khan academy lessons a week, and weekly pop quiz on review topics from basic skills. 
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Carla Linfante 
Math 8 Resource Room  
Students started the year off by reviewing their summer assignments and taking a quiz. They began the year with learning 
about the Real Number System which included topics such as identifying rational and irrational numbers, comparing and 
ordering real numbers, and estimating square and cube roots. The month finished up with a review and their first test.  

Geometry Resource Room 
Students started the year off by reviewing their summer assignments and taking a quiz. We started Chapter 1 reviewing 
important Geometric Vocabulary. Then moved onto applying algebraic skills to find segment lengths and angle measures. 
Students will continue on to find segment lengths on the coordinate plane using the distance formulas.  

Jim Santangelo  
Algebra I 
After reviewing basic number sense and operations, students have begun solving equations using proper Algebraic 
processes.  Students are working collaboratively during class, and are engaging in reinforcement games using digital tools 
such as Kahoot! And Quizizz.  The students also completed the first round of STAR testing as a baseline for their growth.  
Bonus points were awarded to students who attained a 900 scaled score on the fall administration of STAR. 

Algebra I Honors 
After reviewing basic number sense and operations, students learned how to solve equations using proper Algebraic 
processes.  The next step is to apply equation solving and expression evaluation to the real world.  One of the concepts we 
will discuss is percent increase and percent decrease.  This concept will be the focal point of the first student project 
involving the stock market.  Students are working collaboratively during class, and are engaging in reinforcement games 
using digital tools such as Kahoot! And Quizizz.  The students also completed the first round of STAR testing as a 
baseline for their growth.  Bonus points were awarded to students who attained a 1,000 scaled score on the fall 
administration of STAR. 

Calculus 
When students walked into the class for the first time this year, they were introduced to Calculus and its origins by 
watching two short You Tube clips on the content of the course and the founders of its concepts, Sir Isaac Newton and 
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz.  The students then reviewed functions and their behaviors, along with trigonometry so that 
they could began a unit of study on limits.  This is the first of three parts that this course will cover and will lead into 
second part, derivatives, in October.  We are answering the question, “What is a limit?” by applying the definition of a 
limit to the analysis of the behavior of the function when it is graphed.  The students are confirming the graphical aspect 
of limits with algebraic processes as well.   

Robert Berger 
Resource Algebra 
Students began the year by reviewing basic skills through their summer packets. They all are enrolled in Khan Academy 
for remediation, and exploration of current topics.  All students have enrolled in Google classroom to keep abreast of 
topics in class. We spent the first month of the school year exploring the basics of Algebra. In Chapter 1 we have looked at 
expressions and variables, order of operations, real numbers and the number line, and properties of real numbers. We will 
continue with adding/subtracting real numbers and multiplying/dividing numbers, the distributive property, and 
introduction to equations. We have begun having 5 Khan Academy lessons a week, and weekly pop quiz on review topics 
from basic skills. 

Resource Algebra II 
Students began the year by reviewing basic skills through their summer packets. They all are enrolled in Khan Academy 
for remediation, and exploration of current topics.  All students have enrolled in Google classroom to keep abreast of 
topics in class. We spent the first month of the school year diving head first into Algebra II. In chapter 9, we dealt with 
sequencing. We dealt with generic sequences, and finding explicit and recursive formulas, as well as evaluating 
sequences. We then went into Geometric and Arithmetic sequences, which included finding means for both. We then 
stepped back to chapter 1 and are exploring Some Algebra Basics in preparation for relearning functions. We have begun 
having 5 Khan Academy lessons a week, and weekly pop quiz on review topics from basic skills. 
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Marc Fazio 
Algebra 1 
Students started the year working with the foundations for algebra.  They worked on variables and expressions and the 
order of operations. 

Geometry  
Students started the year with the tools of geometry.  Students learned about the undefined terms, creating nets and also 
naming rays and planes. 

Business Math  
Students began the year with integer operations, fractions and decimals with word problems involving companies and 
businesses.  

College Math  
Students explored concepts of Sets, Sets of Numbers, Axioms and Number bases. 

Gabe Ben-Nun 
Algebra II 
This unit covers the properties and solutions of linear and absolute value functions. Part 1of the unit focuses on linear 
equations and inequalities. It reviews rate of change and further develops solving and graphing the equations and 
inequalities that can be applied to real-world problems. It then expands to solving and interpreting systems of linear 
equations and inequalities. Part 2 then moves on to 
absolute value functions and their different key aspects such as domain, range, intercepts, end behavior, etc. The unit also 
compares functions using different transformations. 

Pre-Algebra 
This chapter starts off reviewing skills learned in 7th grade/ This unit will then allow students to evaluate squares and 
radicals. They will explore how to simplify and approximate square roots to help solve expressions. The chapter will also 
introduce different properties of exponents and solving equations using them. These skills will be necessary when solving 
problems involving Pythagorean Theorem or exponential notations. 

PARCC Remediation 
The ACCUPLACER web-based study app features practice tests in each test subject. It is accessible from most devices 
with internet access, and will help you become familiar with the content and format of the ACCUPLACER test questions. 

Physical Education 
Andrea Marino 
Grades 8 and 9  
The students were introduced to our school policies for the year in PE class.  Many issues were addressed such as PE 
attire, jewelry, no phones and safety concerns.  Locker room procedures were also introduced to each class.  Mr. Sinclair 
was also present to address any concerns the students may have asked. 
My PE classes have been participating in games of Badminton and Speedball.  We have also been working on our fitness 
day, by walking/running the track before class, for our mile run in October. 

Volleyball 
Our Varsity Volleyball team has been off to a great start with an 8-2 record.  Our two losses are out of league competition, 
to prepare us for league games and the NJIC tournament that we will enter again this season.  Both our JV team and 
Freshman teams are improving every day and working really well together. 

Our Junior Volleyball team has also been working hard at practices and their games to improve every day. 

Lucia DiNapoli 
Physical Education 
Physical Education classes began and we are off to a great start.  The students are continuing the rotational program 
between a fitness day and activities.  The students are being reminded and/or introduced to a different Weight Room 
machine each time we meet and then must complete a worksheet with their fitness activities of the day. Target Heart Rate 
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training consists of reaching and maintaining their Heart Rate at a specific rage for the duration of 20 minutes. This is 
preceded by a warm-up and ended with a cool down stretch.  The activities offered this month are Archery, speedball, 
badminton & soccer. 

  !  
Chris Lange  
Physical Education 
8th Grade - Physical Education 
The students learned how to develop a fitness plan. Students learned Weight training using machines and free weights. 
Students learned cardio workouts and how to monitor their target Heart Rate Zone. Students performed dynamic warm up/
flexibility exercises. Students learned core training and how to incorporate stability balls and additional training 
equipment into their workouts.  Students are able to choose an activity on non-Fitness Days. These include archery, 
badminton, speedball and football. Students were instructed in rules, fundamentals and techniques pertaining to each 
activity.    

10th Grade Physical Education  
The students learned how to develop a fitness plan. Students learned Weight training using machines and free weights. 
Students learned cardio workouts and how to monitor their target Heart Rate Zone. Students performed dynamic warm up/
flexibility exercises. Students learned core training and how to incorporate stability balls and additional training 
equipment into their workout .Students are able to choose an activity on non-Fitness Days. These include archery, 
badminton, speedball and football. Students were instructed in rules, fundamentals and techniques pertaining to each 
activity. 

12th Grade Physical Education 
Students learned how to develop a fitness plan. Students learned weight training using machines and free weights. 
Students learned cardio workouts and how to monitor their target heart rate zone while running for 20 minutes. Students 
performed dynamic warm up / flexibility exercises. Students also learned core training and how to incorporate stability 
balls and additional training equipment into their workouts. Students are able to choose an activity on non-fitness days. 
These include archery, badminton, speedball and football. Students were instructed in rules, fundamentals and techniques 
pertaining to each activity.  

9th Grade Physical Education 
Students learned how to develop a fitness plan.  Students learned weight training using the machines and free weights. 
 Students learned cardio workouts and how to monitor their target heart rate zones while running for 20 minutes. Students 
performed dynamic warm up flexibility exercises.  Students also learned  core training and how to incorporate stability 
balls and additional training equipment into their workouts. Students are able to choose an activity on non-fitness days. 
 These include archery, badminton, speedball and football.  Students were instructed in rules, fundamentals and techniques 
pertaining to each activity.  
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Joseph Vaccaro 
Grade 7 Physical Education 
Students were in welcomed back to Physical Education. Students received a full explanation of the class rules, 
expectations, no cell phones, and jewelry for Physical Education. Emergency procedures were reviewed for all classes, 
and all students were reminded on how to behave during emergency drills.  Students were/are being tested on all 
components of fitness throughout the month.  

Grade 8 Physical Education 
Students were in welcomed back to Physical Education. Students received a full explanation of the class rules, 
expectations, no cell phones, and jewelry for Physical Education. Emergency procedures were reviewed for all classes, 
and all students were reminded on how to behave during emergency drills.  Students were/are being tested on all 
components of fitness throughout the month.  

Grade 10 Physical Education 
Students were in welcomed back to Physical Education. Students received a full explanation of the class rules, 
expectations, no cell phones, and jewelry for Physical Education. Emergency procedures were reviewed for all classes, 
and all students were reminded on how to behave during emergency drills.  Students were/are being tested on all 
components of fitness throughout the month.  

Grade 12 Physical Education  
Students were in welcomed back to Physical Education. Students received a full explanation of the class rules, 
expectations, no cell phones, and jewelry for Physical Education. Emergency procedures were reviewed for all classes, 
and all students were reminded on how to behave during emergency drills.  Students were/are being tested on all 
components of fitness throughout the month.   

World Language 
Tess Iannacco 
Italian I 
These classes began the school year learning vocabulary related to expression of courtesy and greetings.  
Italian II 
This class began review of Chapters 1, 2, and 3. We reviewed vocabulary related to Greetings, expression of courtesy, 

Leisure time, and family and friends. The cultural content included how Italians greet each other, what is the “commedia 
dell’arte, and learned where Italian is spoken. In chapter two we learned how the Italian school system works, and learned 
about the oldest university in the world.  In chapter three we learned how Italians spend their free time and Italian 
champions in Olympic sports. The grammatical structure review included notions learned in chapters 1, 2 and 3 which are: 
Nouns and articles, numbers 0-100, subject pronouns and the verb “essere”, adjective agreement, telling time, regular -are 
verbs, the irregular verbs andare, dare, fare and stare, the verb to “avere” , regular -ere verbs and piacere, numbers 101 
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and higher, possessive adjectives , simple and articulated prepositions, regular -ire verbs, descriptive adjectives, 
interrogative and demonstrative adjectives.  
Italian III   
This class began a review of chapters 1-5. These include all grammatical, cultural, contextual and synthesis notions 
covering all these chapters. We will will begin chapter 5b “A tavola!  
This class participated in the class trip to Coney Island, completely designed, developed and implemented by the Italian 
company Zamperla. They were given a packet  on the Physics of amusement park rides and a list of rides to use as 
models. Scientific principles can be largely theoretical. But in the park, they saw principle of physics in “the real world” 
and noticed that Physics does not exist in a vacuum but rather, in a world where there are factors and variables that effect a 
ride, its speed, force and motion.  

Italian IV  
This class review Chapters 1-8A- This review included all grammatical, cultural, contextual, and synthesis notions 
covered by these chapters. This class participated in the class trip to Coney Island class trip designed, developed and 
implemented by the Italian company Zamperla. They were given a packet  on the Physics of amusement park rides and a 
list of rides to use as models. Scientific principles can be largely theoretical. But in the park, they saw principle of physics 
in “the real world” and noticed that Physics does not exist in a vacuum but rather, in a world where there are factors and 
variables that affect a ride, its speed, force and motion.  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Angela Daniele 
Spanish I 

• Introduction of the Spanish language 
• Reviewed the pronunciation of the Spanish language 
• Vowel poem AEIOU recitation in Spanish 
• Learned the Spanish Alphabet and prepared “El Alfabeto” booklet 
• Introduction to the Spanish-speaking countries and capitals 

Spanish II 

• Spanish I Vocabulary and grammar review 
• -ar, -er, and –ir regular and irregular present-tense verbs from Spanish I review 

Joseph Mojkowski 
Spanish 

Spanish II 
• Class activities and written assessments related to the introduction of class directions, articles, adjectives and noun 

agreement 
• Class activities and assessments related to using the verb SER and adjectives to describe people and things orally 

and in writing 
Spanish III 

• Class activities and exercises related to daily activities 
• Activities and assessments related to using the present tense to talk about daily activities incorporating irregular 

verbs, stem-change verbs and verbs like gustar 
Spanish IV 

• Review of basic themes such as present tense verbs and object pronouns 
• Review chapter test 
• Incorporation of vocabulary related to El Greco 
• Introduction of themes seen in El Greco works focusing on events in Spain during El Greco’s life and effect on 

world-view and themes in paintings 
Spanish AP 

• Work related on the breaking of words into syllables for the purpose of identifying diptongos and hiatos; 
pronunciation and accent work 

• Identifying common homophones and relation to use of accents 
• N,S, vowel rule and word classifications (esdrujula, llana, aguda) and related accent practice in writing 
• Introduction of heroes and identify theme  

Eileen Layman 
The Wood-Ridge Jr/Sr High School Media Center is an active, participating member in the Bergen County Educational 
Library Systems. (BELS). Students have the ability to borrow books from any of the participating school libraries.  

CIRCULATION:    
Books:  63 
Interlibrary loans 
Borrowed: 1 book, 1 book on tape 
Students have been using the Media Center before and after school and between class periods.  
Students are now able to use the Media Center during their lunch periods 
Media Skills Class - Grade 7 - Marking Period 1 
The seventh grade Media Skills class is working on the Dewey Decimal Classification System, fiction books, biographies 
and locating information in non-fiction books.  
Students have listened to a Melvil Dewey rap video. 
English III 
Mrs. Layman has been working with the 11th grade English students in Mr. Forman’s classes. 
Students are working with the subscription databases as they compile authoritative information for an English research 
report. Students have been using the ProQuest, Cavendish Square Digital and EBSCO subscription databases. 
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International Cuisine 
Mrs. Layman and Ms. Bullaro are collaborating on international food research. Mrs. Layman introduced CultureGrams. 
The subscription database helps student research the cultural aspects of their country and how culture affects the food 
choices. Ms. Bullaro’s class will then use the research to create recipes from the different countries.  

Mrs. Layman and Ms. Bullaro help students with an International Cuisine assignment. Students are using the subscription 
database CultureGrams to research the cultural backgrounds that contribute to foods and culture of different countries. 

!  

Charlie Trentacosti 
Football 

Now we are into it!  Continue to Believe 

The season began quick this year Aug 30th vs Park Ridge the kids were not yet in school we had to figure it all out this 
was uncharted waters. We played a great game we just came up short. Our kids remain focused and work hard each and 
every day they believe and we are now 2 and 2 and heading into the best part of the season they are determined to make it 
to the playoffs and win.    

In the last few days I was in touch with Rutgers football about Jake Colon and they are inviting him for a visit. Our guys 
are doing well in the classroom and are staying out of trouble and on time for school. At this time I have reached out the 
staff on 2 separate occasions about grades and attitude and have had only 1 good report come back thats positive.  

We will go into October showing our support for Breast cancer by wearing our pink shirts and ribbons on our helmets the 
next few months there's only good to follow. Our Sub-Varsity group is now 1 and 3 but playing good ball they’ve had to 
adjust too 3 different quarterbacks and make it work they play close games and are getting better each week. 

Are numbers are strong and our commitment is unwavering the team is determined to make Blue Devils Nation proud. We 
fill the stadium and there's always talk of football my guys are doing it right. Thanks and Lets’ Go Blue Devils! 

Thank you, 
Coach T 
Let’s Go Blue Devils  
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Girls Soccer  

The 2018 WRHS girls soccer team got off to a 4-0 start to begin the season.  This is the best start in program history.  
These included two 1 goal victories over Elmwood park and Dwight Morrow.  We are a young team whose starting 11 
consists of 3 freshman, 5 sophomores, and 3 juniors.  The girls are focused on getting better each and every day. 
 Currently, our record is 4-2.  This includes a tie with rival and division power Hasbrouck Heights.  We look forward to 
continuing the development of our young program.  

Off the field, the girls had a blast at the fall pep rally, a photo is attached.  In addition, several of the girls and myself 
conducted a clinic for the U10 Wood-Ridge girls recreation teams.  I am proud to coach such fine young ladies! 

 !  

! !  
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Wood-Ridge High School Cheer 

The fall season is in full swing and the 2018 varsity cheerleaders have been cheering their hearts out on the sidelines.  The 
girls have not only performed enthusiastically on the sideline but their halftime routine has received numerous 
compliments as well.  We are very happy that the hard work they have put in is paying off!  This month the team 
supported the “blackout” theme donning black shirts, socks and bows with a special run through poster as well. 
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Volleyball 

Our Varsity Volleyball team has been off to a great start with an 8-2 record.  Our two losses are out of league competition, 
to prepare us for league games and the NJIC tournament that we will enter again this season.  Both our JV team and 
Freshman teams are improving every day and working really well together. 

Our Junior Volleyball team, has also been working hard at practices and their games to improve everyday. 
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Melissa Manolakakis 
Choir Classes - During the first two weeks of September students learned their role as a choir member and also the role of 
the choir director.  We worked on building relationships and confidence while singing popular songs in unison and playing 
icebreakers.  We spoke about achieving successful rehearsals by practicing effectively using the practice MP3s and 
reading and understanding the choir contract.    The third week we concentrated on what it means to sing “On Pitch” or 
“Off Pitch?”  Students learned to identify and perform correct warm-ups by doing stretching, posture, breathing  and 
shaping exercises.  They also learned that any tension in their body goes directly to their throat. This enabled students to 
have a clear understanding of the foundation of singing.  The fourth week we learned to identify correct pitches, sing in 
unison, run through warm-ups and assess and assign students their voice parts: Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass.  “God 
Bless America” is the first song that they will be tested on in sectionals: Soprano, Alto, Tenor & Bass during the last week 
of September.  All the are performing as 1 Choir in the concert (4 sections a day) : 1. Grades 7th – 8th comprised of 60 
students and 2. Grades 9th - 12th comprised of 100.  Students in Glee Club will perform with the choir and as an 
individual group.  The songs we are singing: “The Star Spangled Banner”, “Alma Mater”, “Irving Berlin’s Christmas” and 
“Hallelujah Chorus”.  We also began our 1st optional with Ashley Farms from 9/17/18 - 9/24/18. 
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Musical Theater - For the 2 weeks we working on building relationship with ice breakers and acting games.  The last 2 
weeks we concentrated on improvisation and skits.  They will be tested at the end of the month on their creation of a short 
skit within small groups.  We are having a great time in class!!  So proud of them stepping out of their comfort zone.   

!  
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Events for Choir 
September 

● Tuesday, 9/11/18 - 9/11 Ceremony;   TBA (Anthony Finke)  

● Glee Auditions - 11, 13 & 18 
○ Please sign up for a time slot outside of room 109.   
○ Audition requirements are located on website for Glee or outside room 109. 
○ Link for Glee Contract Slip:  

● 9/17/18 - 9/24/18 - Ashley Farms Frozen Baked Goods Sale (Individual Fundraiser) 
○ Fundraisers Music Department: All individual Fundraisers will be on an individual basis 
○ Students will Profit 40% of what is sold from themselves.   

● Monday, 9/24/18 - 1st Payment for Trips Due 

● Tuesday, 9/25/18 - 10/22/18 - Snap-Raise - Music Department Online Fundraiser 70% profit (Individual) 
○ Band and Glee Club Members  
○ 1st kick off meeting - 9/25/18 - 2:45pm - 3:15pm in Auditorium 
○ 2nd check up meeting 9/27/18 - 2:45pm - 3:35pm in Auditorium 

 
Toni Baumgartner 
Band 
American Popular Music (Semester Class) 

September units in the new class called American Popular Music focused on the origins of popular music, the 
European, African, Latin stream of influences that helped shape the music of today.  

• Critical listening 
• British Ballad 
• String Band Tradition 
• Careers in music 
• Terms/glossary 
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• Timeline 
• Listen to song list from the Instructor’s Manual 
• Assorted You Tube videos to support the music being listened to 
• Early Blues 

Middle School Band (Marking Period Class) 
Band classes are in room 109. The course is a marking period course that meets once every 4 days. The class will last until 
the end of marking period. Beginning band members are together with more experienced players. The band members have 
to set up and break down the equipment every class. Each student needs their music folder, a music stand, and chair for 
each session. 
This class is for students possessing beginning and intermediate skills on woodwind, brass, and percussion instruments. 
Students in Band study and perform music of a beginning and intermediate level with emphasis on developing technical 
ability, characteristic tonality, and knowledge of phrasing. 

High School Band Class (Full Year) 
In HS Band Class we have a few students who never played or read music before. This slows down the pace of the class. 
Students work on playing their instruments using correct posture and position. In September, this class works on music 
from the Superior Bands in 18 Weeks, and select compositions that are appropriate for the group. 
YMCA 
Welcome to Jurassic Park 
Scales & arpeggio 

Music Technology (Semester class) 
Careers in music presentations 
The evolution of recorded sound 
Music technology terms 
Intro to Garage Band 

Pep Band 
Consists of 14 very dedicated musicians.  
Performs at every football game and pep rally 
Knows over 19 pieces to music. 
Rehearses every Wednesday after school 
Represents WR in a very positive light 
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Band at Football Game 

!  

!  
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Pep Rally 

!  

!  

Guidance Department  
The guidance office is off to a great and busy school year. Ms. Tenore, Mr. Rowley and Ms. Maida continue to assist 
students with their new schedules and enroll any new students in the Jr/Sr High School. At the Intermediate School Ms. 
Maida has updated incoming fourth grade 504s as well as conducted meetings and implemented two new 504 plans. Ms. 
Maida continues to conference with fourth through eighth grade students and parents regarding academic, personal/social, 
or behavior concerns. Ms. Maida will be attending a Counselors Admissions Breakfast at Bergen Technical - Paramus 
Campus on September 28th in order to be better prepare for eighth grade students who may be applying out of district for 
high school. The college process is underway and in full effect. Ms. Tenore and Mr. Rowley are continuously working 
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with all seniors on their career and college goals as they gear up for their next chapter. In the month of September the 
guidance department has conducted two different seminars for the senior students. The first seminar consisted of a review 
on both the Common Application and Naviance. The second seminar focused on how to apply to colleges that do not 
affiliate with the Common Application, such as Rutgers and Montclair. The juniors and seniors were excited and attended 
one of Bergen County’s largest college fairs which took place on September 20th at Fairleigh Dickinson University in 
Teaneck. The department is also gearing up for our annual college fair that will take place in our gymnasium on 
Wednesday, October 17th from 1:00 to 2:45 PM. Finally, we are excited to announce that on September 27th, The 
Princeton Review will be coming to conduct a PSAT prep program for all Juniors. 
  
Some upcoming important dates for the guidance office are: 
September 27th - Periods 5 and 6 - Princeton Review PSAT test prep for all Juniors 
October 3rd - 8:15 - 11:00 AM - 7th-12th grader Anti-Bullying Assembly 
October 4th - 6:00 - 8:30 PM - Tim Shoemaker assembly for parents on Alcohol and Drug trends (District wide) 
October 10th 8:00 AM - 11:00 AM - PSAT’s for all Juniors 
October 10th - 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM College night for all Junior and Senior Parents 
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